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ABSTRACT 
Exposure to cobalt is not without risk. Besides adverse health effects on the respiratory 
system, cobalt is one of the most important sensitising metals with a contact allergy 
prevalence of 2.2% in the general population. Sources of exposure to cobalt in the general 
population are diffuse. Because of its specific uses in for example rechargeable batteries, 
superalloys, and hard metals, presence of cobalt exposure at work is often more obvious. For 
that reason, adverse health effects of cobalt have often been studied in occupational settings. 
The research presented in this thesis was performed in the work environment of hard metal 
workers and dental technicians, which are occupational groups with a recognised exposure to 
cobalt. The overall aim was to study skin as target organ for occupational exposure to metals, 
in particular, to cobalt. Dental tools and alloys, handled on a daily basis by dental technicians, 
were tested for release of cobalt with the cobalt spot test, and for nickel release using the 
Dimethylglyoxime test. Furthermore, release of cobalt, nickel and chromium was quantified 
in artificial sweat experiments. Concentrations of nickel and chromium for many dental tools 
and alloys were considered high enough to pose an allergy risk (paper I). In addition, cobalt, 
nickel and chromium were detected on skin of all participating dental technicians (n=13) 
measured by acid wipe sampling. Cobalt was also detected in all ten air samples (0.22-155 
µg/m3), of which two concentrations exceeded the Swedish Occupational Exposure Limit of 
20 µg/m3. Despite skin and respiratory exposure to metals, exposure was not reflected in 
urine samples of dental technicians (paper II). Although this study had a small sample size 
and a limited amount of work performed with dental alloys made of cobalt-chromium, the 
results show that dental technicians are exposed to sensitising metals. The studies performed 
within the hard metal industry (paper III and IV) followed the same protocol as was used for 
dental technicians, but included a larger cohort of workers (n=76) and only assessed cobalt 
exposure. Evaluation of surface contamination with the cobalt spot test revealed the presence 
of cobalt on surfaces in the hard metal facilities, even outside production areas. All hard 
metal workers were exposed to cobalt on skin. In addition, respiratory cobalt exposure was 
measured by sampling of the inhalable fraction among hard metal workers at production 
areas. This showed that all workers were exposed to cobalt through air. Cobalt was found in 
72% of the urine samples of hard metal workers. Correlations were found between cobalt in 
air and cobalt on skin before and at end of shift. No significant change was seen in urinary 
cobalt concentrations over time during 24h. Quantile regression modelling revealed 
significant associations between urinary cobalt concentrations as the dependent variable, and 
cobalt skin and respiratory exposure as independent variables, when each exposure route was 
modelled independently. When modelling the independent exposure variables together, none 
of the cobalt skin doses were significantly associated with cobalt in urine. Several theories 
may explain the observed associations between cobalt skin exposure and concentrations in 
urine, but from the results in this thesis it was not possible to assess causation. For both dental 
technicians and hard metal workers, efforts should be made to reduce skin exposure. 
Examples are the use of disposable gloves, avoiding contamination of other work areas, and 
no use of private items in work areas.  
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LIST OF DEFINITIONS 
Absorption “(Dermal, percutaneous and skin absorption): the diffusion 
of chemicals from the outer surface of the skin to the 
receptor fluid of an in vitro diffusion cell, or systemic 
circulation.” (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) 2004) 
Alloy “A metallic material, homogeneous on a macroscopic scale, 
consisting of two or more elements so combined that they 
cannot be readily separated by mechanical means” 
(European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) 2017b) 
Biological monitoring Measuring of biomarker 
Biomarker In this thesis used as biomarker of exposure. It is an 
“indicator of changes or events in biological systems. 
Biological markers of exposure refer to cellular, 
biochemical, analytical, or molecular measures that are 
obtained from biological media such as tissues, cells, or 
fluids and are indicative of exposure to an agent.” 
(International Programme on Chemical Safety (IPCS) 
2004) 
CLP Regulation A European Union regulation for classification, labelling 
and packaging of substances and mixtures in the EU, based 
on the United Nations’ Globally Harmonised System 
(GHS). It has the purpose “to ensure a high level of 
protection of health and the environment, as well as the free 
movement of substances, mixtures and articles.” (ECHA 
2018a) 
Elicitation dose Dose of an allergenic substance at which 10% (ED10) or 
50% (ED50) of allergic individuals develop allergic contact 
dermatitis (Fischer et al. 2015) 
Occupational contact 
dermatitis 
Contact dermatitis for which a positive relationship has 
been established between exposure and occupation 
REACH “Regulation of the European union, adopted to improve the 
protection of human health and the environment from the 
risks that can be posed by chemicals, while enhancing the 
competitiveness of the EU chemicals industry. It also 
promotes alternative methods for the hazard assessment of 
substances in order to reduce the number of tests on 
animals.” (ECHA 2018b) 
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1 BACKGROUND 
Cobalt was used as a pigment already four millennia ago in Egypt and Persia (Barceloux 
1999), but was recognized as an element only as recently as 1735, by the Swedish chemist 
Georg Brandt (Brandt 1735). The name of this element probably comes from German miners 
in the 16th century who tried to smelt something they believed was silver ore, but was actually 
cobalt ore. Toxic arsenic fumes (cobalt arsenide) were released and no silver could be won, 
which is why they believed the ore was cursed by goblins; in the German language called 
“kobold” (Emsley 2001). 
In fact, exposure to cobalt as an element is not without risk. Besides adverse health effects on 
the respiratory system, cobalt is one of the most important sensitising metals, and it is an 
important contact allergen in the general population and among workers (Lidén et al. 2011, 
Pesonen et al. 2015). The sources of exposure to cobalt in the general population are diffuse. 
Because of its specific uses, the presence of cobalt exposure at work is often more obvious. 
For that reason, adverse health effects of cobalt are often studied in occupational settings. 
1.1 OCCURRENCE AND USE 
Cobalt ores are mainly sulphides mixed with copper or nickel oxide, but they can also be 
cobalt arsenides. Cobalt is commonly a by-product from the extraction of nickel and copper. 
The extraction process varies from ore to ore and companies often manufacture cobalt 
chemicals direct from ores, concentrates or slag. Electro refining will provide a cathode of 
pure cobalt metal (99.98%) that is further processed into different types of raw material like 
powders or ingots (Cobalt Development Institute (CDI) 2015). Cobalt has many favourable 
properties, including high resistance to wear and oxidation, high conductivity, and 
ferromagnetic properties. Due to that, it is used in many market segments, with main uses for 
rechargeable batteries, superalloys (for example used in gas turbine engines), hard metals 
(cemented tungsten carbides), catalysts, pigments, and magnets (United States Geological 
Survey (USGS) 2017). Nano-sized (<100 nm) cobalt particles are of increasing interest and 
examples of uses are in industry for proton exchange membrane fuel cells (Wang et al. 2013), 
and in medicine for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), magnetic hyperthermia, and drug 
delivery (Amiri and Shokrollahi 2013).  
Cobalt is a central atom in the structure of vitamin B12 (cobalamin), which is an essential 
vitamin for mammals (Hodgkin et al. 1956). Naturally occurring vitamin B12 is produced by 
microorganisms and is mostly found in animal products like fish, meat, eggs and milk. The 
recommended daily intake of vitamin B12 is 2.0 µg for adults in Sweden and between 0.5 
and 1.3 µg for children between 0 and 9 years old (Swedish National Food Agency 2018). 
The information in this thesis will not relate to vitamin B12, but only to cobalt and its 
compounds, since exposure to the latter is responsible for adverse effects on human health. 
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1.2 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE TO COBALT 
In the area of occupational hygiene, exposure is defined as the “contact between an agent and 
a target” (International Programme on Chemical Safety (IPCS) 2004). Depending on 
exposure conditions, like the exposure route, hazard of the substance, and dose, there is a risk 
of adverse effects after exposure.  
High exposure to cobalt might occur in occupations where cobalt-containing materials are 
produced and used, including hard metal workers, dental technicians, workers in the 
electronics industry and construction workers (Day et al. 2008, Julander et al. 2014, Julander 
et al. 2010, Kettelarij et al. 2014, Kettelarij et al. 2016, Klasson et al. 2016, Lee et al. 2001, 
Linnainmaa and Kiilunen 1997, Rystedt and Fischer 1983, Scansetti et al. 1994, Shiao et al. 
2004, Uter et al. 2004). Hard metal workers and dental technicians may be exposed on skin 
or through air, for example when grinding or shaping cobalt-containing alloys. Additionally 
in the hard metal industry, handling of cobalt powder as a raw material may also result in 
both skin and respiratory exposure (Fischer and Rystedt 1983).  
1.3 COBALT EXPOSURE 
1.3.1 Skin exposure 
Skin exposure to metals can take place via direct skin contact with metallic surfaces and other 
metal containing materials in solid or powder form, or by deposition of airborne metal-
containing particles onto skin (Schneider et al. 1999). A deposited skin dose may become 
available for permeation or penetration of the skin. The dose and its fate on skin is 
determined by the character of the contact and the physiological characteristics of the skin. 
Characteristics include the pH, temperature, and the presence of salts, amino acids, proteins 
and skin surface lipids that can dissolve, form complex with or oxidise metal atoms present in 
the naturally oxidised surface of metallic materials (Girod et al. 2012, Taylor and Machado-
Moreira 2013). After exposure, the metals may be removed from the skin again by washing 
and abrasion (Schneider et al. 1999), or after complete turnover of the stratum corneum (14 
days) or epidermis (47 days) (Bergstresser and Taylor 1977), depending on how deep the 
metals have penetrated the skin.  
1.3.2 Respiratory exposure 
Respiratory exposure to cobalt occurs when particles become airborne. In occupational 
settings this may happen for example when creating metal dust by grinding or polishing 
alloys, when handling powders or other small-scaled particles, or when using techniques like 
welding and spray-painting. In general, inhaled particles may be transported to different 
regions of the respiratory tract. This is mainly affected by particle size, but also by particle 
charge, and parameters like inhalation flow rate, and individual differences like the health 
state and airway characteristics (Koullapis et al. 2015). In humans, the nose or oral pharynx 
trap most particles that are larger than 10 µm (Leikauf 2013). Most particles between 2.5 and 
10 µm stay in the large proximal airways, and smaller particles may be transported to the 
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lower airways and alveoli. Particles smaller than 0.5 µm are also mostly deposited in the 
upper airways due to diffusion, a mechanism where these particles collide with gas 
molecules. However, nanoparticles (1-100 nm) may be deposited in different parts of the 
respiratory tract. Particles of 1 nm are mainly (90%) deposited in the nose and oral pharynx, 
whereas about 50% of 20 nm particles deposit in the lower airways and alveoli (Oberdörster 
et al. 2005).  
1.3.3 Oral exposure 
For the general population, cobalt exposure most likely takes place through ingestion of 
cobalt-containing food (Kim et al. 2006). In occupational settings, unintentional ingestion of 
cobalt can occur from mucociliary clearance after air exposure, when eating food that 
contains cobalt naturally or due to contamination from air or skin, when contaminated hands 
or objects come in contact with the mouth, or when cobalt is deposited around the mouth or 
in the oral cavity (Cherrie et al. 2006). Another way of oral exposure to cobalt is through use 
of dental materials made of cobalt-chromium alloys (Schalock et al. 2012). 
1.4 COBALT UPTAKE AND ELIMINATION 
Cobalt exposure may take place simultaneously through the respiratory, dermal and 
gastrointestinal routes. Absorption rate, excretion route and time of excretion are all 
influenced by the exposure route, but also by factors like the magnitude and duration of 
exposure, and physicochemical properties of the cobalt compound (Kim et al. 2006, 
Paustenbach et al. 2013). In animals, urinary excretion is the primary elimination route of 
cobalt after respiratory exposure (Kim et al. 2006). Depending on the absorption, oral 
exposure to cobalt may result in faecal or urinary elimination (Paustenbach et al. 2013).  
Most studies that investigate cobalt kinetics, have focused on cobalt (II) chloride (CoCl2) or 
cobalt oxides, and not metallic cobalt. It is therefore unknown how comparable the kinetics of 
CoCl2 and cobalt oxides to the kinetics after exposure to metallic cobalt. Metallic cobalt has 
very low water-solubility (International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) 2006), and it 
can therefore be speculated that its kinetics in the human body are comparable to that of the 
insoluble cobalt oxides. 
1.4.1 Kinetics after skin exposure 
Only few studies have found evidence for systemic uptake of cobalt through skin. Uptake of 
cobalt through skin is often considered low or non-existent since few studies have found 
evidence of skin penetration in vivo (Linnainmaa and Kiilunen 1997, Scansetti et al. 1994). A 
standardized in vitro method to determine skin absorption is the use of diffusion cells 
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 2004). A piece of 
human or animal skin is clamped between two compartments of the diffusion cell, with the 
epidermis facing towards the upper part of the cell that contains the chemical of interest 
(donor compartment). The lower part (receptor compartment) contains the receptor solution 
that mimics the salt concentration and temperature of blood. The receptor solution is analysed 
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to evaluate any skin absorption of the substance at the end of the study period (max. 24 h), or 
samples are collected at different time points during the experiment to evaluate skin 
absorption after different time intervals. Skin samples can be analysed after exposure to 
assess how much of the chemical is retained in the epidermis and dermis. 
In vitro diffusion cell studies with human skin have shown skin absorption of cobalt ions 
(Larese Filon et al. 2013, Larese Filon et al. 2004). An absorption rate of 0.06% of cobalt 
ions from cobalt powder (<2 µm) was seen after 24 h on intact skin, whereas absorption rates 
after exposure to cobalt nanoparticles for 24 h on intact skin and damaged skin were 
0.00085% and 0.19%, respectively (calculated from (Larese Filon et al. 2013)). Cobalt ions 
and nanoparticles can also accumulate in the skin and serve as a depot for cobalt ion release 
(Larese Filon et al. 2013, Larese Filon et al. 2004).  
Due to the scarce number of studies on skin absorption of cobalt, and the fact that most 
studies only include in vitro data, there is no information about the distribution of cobalt in 
the human body after exposure on skin. Biomonitoring of cobalt exposure in general has been 
performed in urine and blood, although concentrations in blood may decrease more slowly 
than in urine when exposure levels are high (Ichikawa et al. 1985). 
Two studies were performed with healthy volunteers, which showed that urinary cobalt 
excretion after cobalt skin exposure varied between persons over time. In a study by 
Linnainmaa and Kiilunen, five healthy volunteers were exposed for 1 hour on skin to a 
coolant solution containing cobalt (1600 mg cobalt/L) (Linnainmaa and Kiilunen 1997). 
Urinary cobalt concentrations were elevated in four out of five persons. Two persons reached 
a peak elimination within 4-6 hours. The other two did not show an increase in urinary cobalt 
concentration until 10-15 hours after exposure, and concentrations were still increasing 24 
hours after exposure. The timing of a peak in urinary concentrations and the declination to 
baseline level is therefore unknown. Four volunteers in another study were exposed on skin to 
a powder mixture of 85-95% tungsten carbide and 5-15% cobalt, or to a waste dry powder 
(cobalt content unknown) on a single occasion (Scansetti et al. 1994). Urinary cobalt 
excretion was followed for three days after a 90 min exposure. Urinary excretion of cobalt 
was elevated after both exposure conditions, and reached a maximum within 24 h for all 
volunteers, and levels remained high for up to 48-60 h. It is not known if and how urinary 
cobalt concentrations are influenced by long term skin exposure. In a recent study by Klasson 
et al., cobalt concentrations in blood were correlated to respiratory and skin exposure 
(Klasson et al. 2016). Linear regression showed an increase of 3-14% in cobalt blood levels 
for every doubling of cobalt skin exposure, although air exposure had a much greater 
influence (39-83% increase) on cobalt blood levels.  
1.4.2 Kinetics after respiratory exposure 
After deposition of insoluble cobalt particles (like cobalt oxide) in the lungs, cobalt may be 
retained, or it can dissolve and be absorbed into the blood, or transferred mechanically to the 
gastrointestinal tract (mucociliary clearance) (Kim et al. 2006). One animal study has shown 
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that approximately 30% of the cobalt (cobalt oxide) administrated was absorbed in lungs 
(Wehner et al. 1977). No absorption data for humans are available for cobalt metal or cobalt 
oxide. 
After respiratory exposure, faecal cobalt clearance is initially elevated. Nevertheless, the 
primary elimination route is via urinary excretion, as shown in animals (Kim et al. 2006). In 
human exposure studies, good correlation has been found between cobalt air exposure and 
cobalt elimination in urine (Alexandersson 1988, Apostoli et al. 1994, Ferdenzi et al. 1994, 
Linnainmaa and Kiilunen 1997, Lison et al. 1994, Scansetti et al. 1994). Elimination of 
inhaled insoluble cobalt particles may follow three-phase kinetics: mechanical clearance (2-
44 hours after exposure), macrophage-mediated clearance (10-78 days), and long-term 
clearance (several years) (Kim et al. 2006, Leggett 2008, Mosconi et al. 1994, Simonsen et 
al. 2012). The third phase of long-term clearance is mostly seen in individuals with high 
cobalt body-burden, and might be explained by accumulation of cobalt in certain tissues, 
particularly in the liver (Mosconi et al. 1994). 
1.4.3 Kinetics after oral exposure 
Cobalt absorption rates from the gastrointestinal tract vary much between individuals. This is 
affected by compound solubility, amount of intake and co-intake with other compounds, and 
gender and nutritional status (Barceloux 1999, Paustenbach et al. 2013). One study showed 
absorption in healthy humans varying between <5% and >20% with different doses of cobalt 
(in the form of CoCl2) (Smith et al. 1972). A study among individuals with an iron depletion 
showed absorption rates of CoCl2 of up to 42% (Sorbie et al. 1971). Gastrointestinal 
absorption of non-water-soluble cobalt (cobalt oxide) has been found to be lower compared 
to water-soluble cobalt compounds, when studied in animals and humans (Paustenbach et al. 
2013).  
After oral exposure to cobalt in humans, unabsorbed cobalt is eliminated via faeces, 
depending on the health status of the individual (Kim et al. 2006). However, cobalt that is 
absorbed through the gastrointestinal tract is eliminated mainly via urinary excretion, and this 
elimination is fast, and probably within 24 hours or several days (Kim et al. 2006, 
Paustenbach et al. 2013). 
1.5 ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS OF COBALT EXPOSURE 
1.5.1 Contact allergy to cobalt 
1.5.1.1 Mechanism 
Contact allergy is an important effect of cobalt skin exposure (Lidén and Julander 2012). In 
general, the induction of contact allergy (sensitisation) can occur when a contact allergen 
penetrates into the epidermis and binds to peptides on antigen-presenting dendritic cells 
(Rustemeyer et al. 2011). A costimulatory innate immune signal is then needed to activate the 
dendritic cell and to let it migrate to the draining lymph nodes. In the lymph node, allergen-
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specific naïve T-cells are activated, which proliferate and mature, consequently leaving 
behind allergen-specific memory T-cells (Rustemeyer et al. 2011). In the case of cobalt, 
cobalt ions work as haptens that mimic pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) as 
they interact with parts of Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR-4) expressed on Langerhans cells 
(dendritic cells in the skin). Activation of TLR-4 is normally responsible for immune 
responses against lipopolysaccharides from gram-negative bacteria. Thus, this T-cell 
mediated adaptive immune response is a result of direct activation of the innate immune 
response (Schmidt and Goebeler 2015). The sensitising potential of a chemical can be tested 
using in vivo test methods. Cobalt is a potent skin sensitiser, as demonstrated with different in 
vivo animal and human sensitisation test methods (Basketter et al. 1999, Kligman 1966, 
Wahlberg and Boman 1978).According to the European Union Classification, Labelling and 
Packaging (CLP) Regulation, cobalt and several cobalt compounds are classified as skin 
sensitising (hazard statement H317) (European Commission (EC) 2008).  
The elicitation phase of contact allergy leads to allergic contact dermatitis (Rustemeyer et al. 
2011). This is the clinical disease, and involves re-exposure to the allergen, after which 
memory T-cells will be activated. These secrete cytokines to induce an inflammatory reaction 
at the site of re-exposure and to attract other inflammatory cells that will further increase the 
reaction. Contact allergy is a life-long condition, which stresses the importance of reduction 
and prevention of exposure to contact allergens.  
The dose that will elicit allergic contact dermatitis in 10% of cobalt allergic individuals 
(ED10) due to contact with cobalt varies between 0.0663 and 1.95 µg cobalt/cm
2, based on 
results from several patch test dose-response studies (Fischer et al. 2015). Studies have 
shown that doses within or above this range were deposited on fingers of workers in several 
occupations while performing their work tasks (Julander et al. 2010, Lidén et al. 2008a). 
A few studies have investigated the ability of alloys to release metals and to induce an 
allergic skin reaction (Julander et al. 2009, Summer et al. 2007). The hard metal discs used in 
these studies released cobalt in artificial sweat. The same discs elicited contact dermatitis in 
cobalt-sensitised patients, while no reaction was seen in controls without allergy. This reflects 
good correspondence between release of cobalt from an item and patch test reactivity to the 
material in cobalt allergic individuals.  
1.5.1.2 Diagnosis 
Patch testing is the standard method to diagnose contact allergy in humans. Suitable 
concentrations of substances in test chambers (approximately 8 mm or 12 mm diameter; 0.5 
or 1.1 cm2). are applied to the upper back by adhesive tape for 2 days. If the person has a 
previously induced allergy to a test substance, this method will elicit allergic contact 
dermatitis at the test site (Johansen et al. 2015). The most common groups of contact 
allergens are metals, fragrances, preservatives, and plastic and rubber chemicals (Coenraads 
et al. 2011). The European baseline series for patch testing includes cobalt (as cobalt (II) 
chloride hexahydrate) in a concentration of 1% in petrolatum (Andersen et al. 2011). In 
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addition to this standard concentration, test substances can be used in a serial dilution patch 
test. With the results from such a test, a dose-response relationship can be established, which 
can be used to determine elicitation dose (ED) levels in patients with contact allergy (Fischer 
et al. 2015, Julander 2018). 
1.5.1.3 Prevalence of cobalt contact allergy 
A recent study showed that the prevalence of contact allergy to cobalt was 2.2% among a 
sample from the general population in multiple countries in Europe, with fewer men being 
sensitised to cobalt compared to women (1.1 vs. 3.0%) (Diepgen et al. 2016). Cobalt allergy 
among a birth cohort of adolescents in Sweden has shown a prevalence of 1.2% (Lagrelius et 
al. 2016). This shows that exposure to cobalt probably occurs early in life, but sources are 
unknown. In patch tested dermatitis patients, prevalence numbers are higher compared to the 
general population. Between 4.8 and 13.6% of contact dermatitis patients had positive patch 
test reactions to cobalt chloride, varying between countries (Uter et al. 2012). In a multicentre 
study involving centres from 11 European countries, the prevalence of cobalt allergy was 
7.9% among children with atopic dermatitis aged 1-16 years (Belloni Fortina et al. 2015). 
One recent study of patients with occupational contact dermatitis (positive relationship 
between exposure and occupation) in Europe showed a contact allergy prevalence of 9.3% to 
cobalt (Pesonen et al. 2015). Contact allergy to cobalt is well known among for example 
construction workers, electronics workers, and dental technicians (Lidén and Julander 2012). 
A study from the eighties estimated a cobalt allergy prevalence of 2.5% among hard metal 
workers (Fischer and Rystedt 1983). 
1.5.2 Respiratory health effects 
Other adverse health effects of cobalt in humans are mostly related to the respiratory system. 
Cobalt metal and soluble cobalt (II) salts are classified as possibly carcinogenic to humans 
(group 2B), and the combination of cobalt metal with tungsten carbide (hard metal) is 
classified as probably carcinogenic to humans (group 2A) (International Agency for Research 
on Cancer (IARC) 2006). Besides that, cobalt is a respiratory sensitiser (H334) according to 
EU CLP regulation (EC 2008). Effects of exposure may be irritation in the upper and lower 
airways, occupational asthma and interstitial lung fibrosis (Barceloux 1999). In a recently 
published paper, a non-significant, but clear dose–response relationship was seen between 
cobalt exposure and lung function of Swedish hard metal workers (Rehfisch et al. 2012). 
1.6 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE LIMITS AND HAZARD STATEMENTS 
To prevent adverse health effects, occupational exposure limits (OELs) have been established 
for many hazardous chemical agents. OELs are set for the inhalable dust fraction in 
workplace air. The inhalable fraction is “the mass fraction of total airborne particles that is 
inhaled through the nose and mouth” (International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
2012). Limiting the concentration of a substance in air protects the respiratory system, 
although the skin is also presumed to be protected by this limit. However, the skin can 
additionally be exposed through direct contact with substances. There are currently no 
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Swedish or EU exposure limits to protect workers against direct skin exposure to hazardous 
substances.  
In 2012, the Swedish Work Environment Authority (Arbetsmiljöverket (AV)) reduced the 
Swedish OEL for cobalt and inorganic compounds in air from 50 µg/m3 to 20 µg/m3 (AV 
2015). It aims to reduce the risk of lung function impairment and irritation of eyes, nose and 
throat. OELs for cobalt in workplace air vary between countries and change over time. In 
Europe, OELs vary between countries, and range from 10 to 100 µg/m3 (Arbejdstilsynet 
2011, Courtois and Cadou 2012, Great Britain Health Safety Commission 2011, Social- och 
hälsovårdsministeriets publikationer 2014:3 2014, Staatssecretaris van Sociale Zaken en 
Werkgelegenheid 1997, valid in 2016), whereas the OEL in the United States of America 
(USA) is 20 µg/m3 (The American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists 
(ACGIH) 2001). Reasons for these differences and changes may be the availability of 
scientific evidence, the interpretation of this evidence by different regulatory bodies, or the 
feasibility for the industry to comply with new regulations and limits.  
Some countries have set occupational urine limit values that are extrapolated from the OEL in 
air in that country. In Finland, the Biomonitoring Action Limit (BAL) of 130 nmol/L (≈ 7.7 
µg/L) is set to correspond with their OEL of 10 µg/m3 (Kiilunen 2017). In the USA, a 
Biological Exposure Index (BEI) of 15 µg/L is compatible with an OEL in air of 20 µg/m3 
(The American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) 2001). 
Researchers from France have challenged the BEI calculations of the USA, and have 
proposed a lower Urinary Exposure Threshold (UET) of 5 µg/L corresponding to the USA 
OEL of 20 µg/m3 (Martin et al. 2010). This lower UET takes into account individual 
variability and the time dependency between cobalt inhalation and urine excretion. However, 
limit values in urine usually do not take into account possible skin or oral exposure, and it is 
difficult to take into account all individual variability. Studies have shown large variability of 
urinary cobalt in the general population, with levels ranging from of <0.20 to 1.9 µg/L (men) 
and <0.20 to 2.7 µg/L (women) in Denmark (recalculated from (Kristiansen et al. 1997)) and 
from <0.12 to 2.05 µg/L in the United Kingdom (White and Sabbioni 1998). Exposure limits 
in urine are therefore not similar for different countries, and direct extrapolation to respiratory 
exposure is doubtful. 
Furthermore, in the EU, the element cobalt should be labelled with hazard statement codes 
H317 (skin sensitiser), H334 (respiratory sensitiser), and H413 (may cause long lasting 
hazardous effects to the aquatic environment) (EC 2008). Other cobalt compounds may have 
additional labelling. For cobalt oxide, dichloride and sulphate it includes H302 (acute oral 
toxicity), and for cobalt dichloride and sulphate it additionally includes H350i (may be 
carcinogenic by inhalation) (EC 2008).  
1.7 CONCOMITANT EXPOSURE TO OTHER METALS ON SKIN 
Patch test reactivity to cobalt in allergic patients may be solitary, or concomitant to other 
allergens, particularly nickel or chromium. Concomitant reactivity to cobalt and nickel is 
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considered to be due to sensitisation to both allergens, rather than cross-reactivity (Lidén et 
al. 2016). 
1.7.1 Nickel 
Nickel is a transition metal that is often used for its ductility and high resistance to oxidation 
and corrosion. Nickel is mainly used in alloys such as stainless steels, for platings, as catalyst, 
or in coins and batteries. Examples of consumer products that widely contain nickel are 
jewellery, electronic equipment and hobby utensils (Lidén 2012, Ringborg et al. 2016). 
Occupational skin exposure to nickel is reported among metal workers and workers in the 
electronics industry, as well as in professions where hand-held tools or coins are often 
handled (Lidén 2012).  
Nickel is a well-known sensitising metal, and one of the most frequent contact allergens in 
the general population. The mechanism of developing nickel allergy is similar to that of 
cobalt (Schmidt and Goebeler 2015). Furthermore, regarding the respiratory system, the 
IARC has classified nickel compounds as carcinogenic to humans (group 1) (International 
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) 2012). 
The prevalence of contact allergy to nickel in the European general population is 14.5%, with 
a large difference in prevalence between women (22%) and men (5%) (Diepgen et al. 2016). 
The number is higher for dermatitis patients, with approximately 20% of patch tested 
dermatitis patients in Europe having contact allergy to nickel (Uter et al. 2016). Furthermore, 
the prevalence varies for different countries, among age groups and over time (Ahlström et 
al. 2017). This is likely due to variations in exposure, which are possibly the result of 
different regulations between countries and over time, and compliance with these regulations. 
Occupational contact dermatitis to nickel is seen in many professions, including electronics 
workers, hairdressers, and mechanics (Lidén 2012). 
1.7.2 Chromium 
Chromium got its name from the Greek word for colour (chroma), because of the colourful 
appearance of chromium compounds. It is therefore used as pigment in manufacturing of 
leather and in paints and inks. The main use of chromium is, however, in stainless steel. Just 
like cobalt, chromium has a high resistance to heat and oxidation (Sethi et al. 2012). 
Exposure to chromium(VI) is often seen in occupational settings. Industries where 
chromium-containing alloys and compounds are produced and used include stainless steel 
production, the aerospace industry where chromium-based paints are used, and agriculture 
where chromium is used in pesticides. The main oxidation states are 0, 2+, 3+ and 6+. The 
tri- and hexavalent states play the largest role in the development of adverse effects, and have 
therefore attracted much attention in terms of exposure assessments.  
Chromium(VI) is a well-known skin sensitiser (Sethi et al. 2012). Compared to cobalt and 
nickel, less is known about the mechanism of chromium-induced contact allergy. A recent 
study showed that chromium(VI) activates the innate immune system in a more indirect way 
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compared to cobalt and nickel (Adam et al. 2017). Chromium(III) did not have the same 
capabilities, and is therefore considered to be less allergenic. Other oxidation states of 
chromium, including the ground state, are not able to act as haptens and are not considered to 
be allergens. This is the reason that chromium allergy is referred to as chromate allergy 
(Lidén et al. 2011, Sethi et al. 2012). In addition to the skin sensitising capabilities, 
chromium(VI) is a respiratory sensitiser, and the IARC has classified chromium(VI) as 
carcinogenic to humans (group 1) when exposed via the respiratory route (European 
Commission (EC) 2008, International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) 2012).  
Contact allergy to chromate has a prevalence of 0.8%.in the European general population, 
with a slightly higher number in men (0.9%) compared to women (0.7%) (Diepgen et al. 
2016). Among patch tested dermatitis patients in Europe, the prevalence is 4.3% (Uter et al. 
2016).  
Occupational contact dermatitis due to chromium exposure is seen in professions like leather 
goods workers and cast concrete product workers (Sethi et al. 2012). Presence of 
chromium(VI) in wet cement has been a main cause of chromium contact dermatitis in 
construction workers (Lidén et al. 2011). Since restriction of chromium(VI) content in 
cement, chromium in leather is a more important cause of chromium allergy.  
1.7.3 Nickel and chromium(VI) restrictions 
In recent years, it has become clearer from which items and materials people get exposed to 
nickel and chromium in their daily life. As a consequence, use of nickel in consumer products 
that come in direct and prolonged contact with the skin is restricted in the EU, as well as 
presence of chromium(VI) in cement and leather articles (European Commission (EC) 2009).  
Nickel release is limited for items inserted into pierced parts of the body (>0.2 µg/cm2/week) 
or items intended to come into direct and prolonged contact with the skin (>0.5 µg/cm2/week) 
(EC 2009). In 2014, ECHA proposed a definition for “prolonged contact with the skin” to 
make the restriction clearer for compliance (European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) 2014). A 
request has been made to ECHA to publish a guideline document with articles that are 
covered by the new definition (EC 2014b). European Committee for Standardization (CEN) 
standards shall be used for showing compliance with the restriction, based on testing release 
of nickel in an artificial sweat solution (ECHA 2017a). Implementation of the nickel 
restriction is not done as carefully in all EU member states. As a result, the positive effect of 
the restriction, in terms of less induction and elicitation of nickel contact allergy, is mainly 
seen in the northern European countries (Ahlström 2017).  
Since 2009, chromium(VI) is restricted in cement (<2 mg chromium(VI)/kg) (EC 2009). This 
has caused a shift in causative factors for chromium allergy. Nowadays, chromium in leather 
products is an important cause of chromium contact allergy among dermatitis patients (Lidén 
et al. 2011). Chromium(III) in leather, which is used for leather tanning, may oxidise to 
chromium(VI). Since 2015, the EU restriction therefore also covers leather articles that come 
into contact with the skin (<3 mg chromium(VI)/kg) (EC 2014a). It is too soon to foresee the 
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effect of chromium(VI) restriction in leather on the prevalence of contact allergy. At the same 
time, it has been shown that chromium(III) in leather may also elicit allergic contact 
dermatitis (Hedberg et al. 2018).
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2 AIMS 
The overall aim of this thesis was to study skin as target organ for occupational exposure to 
metals - in particular cobalt. This was achieved by examining sources of skin exposure to 
cobalt and/or nickel and chromium, quantifying occupational skin exposure to these metals, 
and evaluating the significance of cobalt skin exposure as determinant of urinary cobalt 
concentrations as biomarker of exposure. The thesis focuses on two occupational groups in 
which work with cobalt is performed: dental technicians and hard metal workers. 
The specific aims were: 
 to examine the release of cobalt, nickel, and chromium from dental alloys and tools 
handled on a daily basis by dental technicians (paper I) 
 to quantify skin and air exposure and concentrations in urine of cobalt, nickel, and 
chromium for dental technicians (paper II) 
 to evaluate surface contamination of cobalt within a hard metal industry (paper III) 
 to quantify cobalt skin exposure in a hard metal industry (paper III and IV) 
 to quantify cobalt air exposure and cobalt concentrations in urine in a hard metal 
industry (paper IV) 
 to evaluate associations between cobalt skin and air exposure, and urinary cobalt 
concentrations (paper IV) 
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3 METHODS AND CONSIDERATIONS 
The materials and methods used in the different studies of my PhD-project are summarized in 
this section. For a more detailed description, the reader is referred to the individual papers 
(paper I-IV). In addition, methodological considerations are described. 
3.1 OVERVIEW 
Two occupational settings were chosen where cobalt exposure takes place (Figure 3.1). In 
project I, sources of skin exposure to cobalt, as well as chromium and nickel, were examined 
for dental technicians. In addition, measurement of skin and air exposure, and biomonitoring 
of these metals in urine was performed. The focus of project II was on cobalt skin exposure 
of hard metal workers. Exposure sources were assessed by evaluating surface contamination. 
Skin and air exposure to cobalt were quantified and associations of each of these exposure 
sources with urinary cobalt concentrations were assessed. 
 
Figure 3.1. Overview of projects, aims and papers included in this thesis 
An important aspect when collecting samples and preparing them for chemical analysis of 
metals is to avoid contamination in the sampling materials. Therefore, throughout the work 
presented in this thesis, all plastic materials used were washed in 10% HNO3 (analysis grade) 
for at least four hours, after which they were rinsed four times in deionized water. After this, 
materials were left to dry and were then packed into clean, air-tight plastic bags. During all 
handling of these items, collection of samples, and work in the laboratory, the operators 
always wore gloves to further reduce the risk of contaminating the samples. In addition, field 
blanks were collected for each sampling day at work places, and laboratory blanks were also 
collected and analysed to control for possible contamination. 
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3.2 STUDY LOCATIONS AND PARTICIPANTS 
To reveal sources of cobalt skin exposure for dental technicians, data for paper I were 
collected at the facility of the dental technology study program of the Department of Dental 
Medicine, Karolinska Institutet, Sweden. Here, dental technology students learned how to 
manufacture prostheses, crowns and other dental designs, using tools and alloys equivalent to 
those used at dental laboratories. 
The dental technology program at Karolinska Institutet ceased their activities in the fall of 
2013. This is why data for paper II were instead collected at a private dental laboratory, with 
21 employees, of which 13 consented to participate. Dental technicians may use cobalt-
chromium (CoCr) alloys as casting alloys to make dental prostheses and implants. In the 
study for paper II, eight dental technicians performed work with CoCr alloys of different 
compositions. They performed work including grinding, sandblasting and polishing of the 
material (CoCr-exposed group). Five dental technicians performed this work only with 
plastics, gypsum and/or porcelain during the study day (non-CoCr-exposed). All participating 
technicians were considered to be possibly exposed to nickel, since they may use nickel-
containing tools during work, as identified in paper I. 
Table 3.1. Description of exposure groups in the hard metal facilities with different levels of cobalt 
exposure. (Figure adapted from manuscript paper III, Fig. 1) 
 
Data for project II (paper III and IV) were collected at different production sites of a hard 
metal company. In total, 76 workers gave their informed consent to participate. In the hard 
metal industry, products are made out of cemented tungsten carbide, a hard metal alloy for 
which cobalt is used as a binding agent in a concentration of 6-30%. A mixture of tungsten 
carbide and cobalt powder is granulated and pressed into a desired shape. The pressed 
material is subsequently sintered at 1400-1500°C, by which the material acquires its hardness 
and strength. The material is then optionally coated by chemical or physical vapour 
deposition (CVD or PVD). Hard metal workers were assigned to four exposure groups, 
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depending on the work task that they performed and the stage of that work task within the 
production process of hard metal tools (Table 3.1). 
Workers from production areas (n=58) were categorised as working with raw materials (i.e. 
hard metal powder, n=24), sintered materials (work with alloys that are hardened under high 
temperatures, n=16), or work with the alloys in their final form (customer-like use of 
products, n=18). Eighteen office workers were considered to be non-exposed controls. For 
paper IV, data from all 76 participants were used. For paper III, data were used from a 
subgroup of participants (n=40) who were randomly selected to undergo additional skin 
sampling during their work shift. 
Ethical permission for all studies was given by the regional ethical review board in 
Stockholm, Sweden (ethical permit no. 2012/1802-31/1). 
3.3 SAMPLE COLLECTION  
For the study in paper I, one dental alloy and 61 metal tools that commonly come in contact 
with the skin were selected in the stockroom of the Dental Medicine department. Four 
additional dental alloys that are often used by dental technicians, and that were known to 
contain cobalt and chromium were purchased elsewhere and tested in our laboratory. The 61 
tools were categorised according to their function and use, yielding three categories of tools 
(grinding tools (n=21), hand-held tools (n=30), other tools (n=10)). The dental alloys were 
considered as a separate category. 
Skin wipe samples, personal air samples, and spot urine samples were collected among dental 
technicians (paper II) and hard metal workers (Table 3.2). Different parts of the data from the 
hard metal workers was used to generate paper III and IV. Measuring of oral exposure was 
outside of the scope of the projects included in this thesis. 
Table 3.2. Number of samples collected among 13 dental technicians and 76 hard metal workers 
(paper II-IV) 
 Dental technicians 
(n=13) 
Hard metal 
workers (n=76) 
Skin wipe samples Before shift 13 76 
2h no hand 
wash 
13 40A 
End of shift 13 76 
Personal air samples 10B 30C 
Spot urine samples 24 h 89 563 
ARandomly selected from 76 hard metal workers 
BRandomly selected from 13 dental technicians 
CRandomly selected from 58 hard metal production workers (exposed group) 
Before the start of the work day, when participants had not changed into their workwear yet, 
skin wipe samples were collected to measure the baseline level of metals on skin. At that time 
point, participants were also asked to produce a midstream spot urine sample, and to continue 
to collect a sample of each void during the next 24 hours. After possible change into 
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workwear, 10 randomly selected dental technicians and 30 workers from hard metal 
production areas received an air pump with Institute of Occupational Medicine (IOM) 
sampling head, which collected the inhalable fraction on a filter during their complete work 
day. All dental technicians and some randomly selected hard metal workers underwent 
additional skin sampling at some point during the work day, before and after they had 
performed their normal work tasks for 2 hours without washing their hands. Skin wipe 
samples were collected again for all participants at the end of their work day. In addition, 
participants completed a questionnaire, and spot testing for cobalt and/or nickel was 
performed in the work environment of participating dental technicians and hard metal 
workers. 
3.4 TEST METHODS FOR EXPOSURE SOURCES 
The fact that an item, alloy, or powder contains a metal does not necessarily mean that it 
releases this metal to a considerable extent (Flint 1998). To assess potential skin exposure, 
metal ion release from items can be tested with for example a spot test or in artificial sweat. 
The results of these two methods respectively, give an indication or a concentration of the 
metals that are potentially available for skin deposition. 
3.4.1 Spot tests (paper I and III) 
The cobalt spot test and the dimethylglyoxime (DMG) test are validated qualitative 
colorimetric tests that are used to study the presence of cobalt and nickel, respectively 
(Julander et al. 2011, Midander et al. 2013, Thyssen et al. 2010a). They are usually used on 
surfaces that may come in contact with the skin, and are quick and simple, and therefore used 
by dermatologists, allergic patients, and occupational hygienists. The reagent solution (50 
µL) is applied on a cotton wool stick and rubbed against the surface of an item of interest for 
about 30 seconds. The cobalt spot test is classified as positive (colour change from bright 
yellow to orange or dark yellow), negative (no colour change), or doubtful (colour change 
other than an orange or dark yellow colour). In a similar way, the DMG test is classified as 
positive (colour change from colourless to pink), negative (no colour change), or doubtful 
(colour change other than a pink). 
The DMG test was purchased from Chemotechnique Diagnostics (Chemo-Nickel Test™; 
Vellinge, Sweden) for the study of metal release from dental tools and alloys (paper I). The 
cobalt spot test was freshly prepared in our laboratory for the studies of metal release from 
dental tools and alloys (paper I) and from sources in a hard metal industry (paper III), 
according to a previously described method (Thyssen et al. 2010a). In the study for paper I, 
cobalt and nickel spot tests were performed in the stockroom of the Dental Medicine 
department for all tools and one alloy that was in stock, whereas four other commonly used 
dental alloys were purchased (K.A. Rasmussen AS, Solna, Sweden) and spot tested in our 
laboratory. In the hard metal industry of project II, the cobalt spot test was used to identify 
possible sources for cobalt skin exposure (paper III). Items were not cleaned before testing, 
which was thought to resemble normal use of the items.  
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3.4.2 Artificial sweat (paper I) 
A quantitative method to test metal release in vitro is immersion of items in artificial sweat. 
The artificial sweat used in paper I is a solution described in the reference test method for 
demonstrating compliance with the EU nickel regulation (EN1811) (CEN 2011). This 
standardized method is supposed to resemble in vivo conditions, when metallic items come in 
contact with the skin. It aims at testing nickel release from items intended to be in prolonged 
contact with the skin, but can also be used to test release of other metals. The artificial sweat 
solution is a simple solution that only mimics the salt content of human sweat, not its 
biological complexity.  
For the study in paper I, a selection of the dental tools (n=21) and all five dental alloys were 
tested in artificial sweat. Besides selecting tools based on the outcome of the spot test 
(positive, negative and doubtful tools for both spot tests), selection was also made based on 
their size, as they should easily fit into a 60 mL plastic container and should not need to be 
disassembled.  
Artificial sweat was freshly prepared on the study day by mixing deionised water with 0.5% 
(m/m) sodium chloride, 0.1% (m/m) lactic acid, and 0.1% (m/m) urea, and using sodium 
hydroxide solution to adjust the pH to 6.5 (± 0.05). At least 1 mL artificial sweat per cm2 
surface area of the item was added to each container, or more in case that was not enough to 
cover the entire surface area. This was taken into account in the final calculations of the 
release rates. Tools were cleaned in a sodium dodecyl benzene sulphate solution and rinsed 
with deionized water. Thereafter, they were immersed for one week (exposure duration as 
described in the standard method), since we only had one specimen of each. Triplicate 
samples of the dental alloys were immersed in artificial sweat for 2 min, 30 min, 1 hr, 24 hr 
and 1 week, to also resemble short- and moderate-term exposure durations. After exposure, 
solutions were transferred to clean plastic containers and acidified with nitric acid to get a pH 
<2, in order to prevent redeposition of dissolved metal ions. The acidified solutions were 
stored at 6°C until chemical analysis.  
3.5 TEST METHODS FOR EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL EXPOSURE 
MEASUREMENTS 
For the projects in this thesis, skin wipe sampling and air sampling were used to measure 
external exposure to cobalt, chromium and nickel. Even though oral exposure was not 
measured directly in these studies, questionnaires did include several questions that were 
related to possible oral exposure. Urinary concentrations of these metals were used as 
exposure biomarkers. Participants received their personal results from skin wipe, air and 
urine sampling after all analysis was performed. The companies only received information on 
group level, and advice was given on how to reduce exposure. Tape stripping and 
visualisation of cobalt (particles) on skin  
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3.5.1 Skin wipe samples (paper II-IV)  
Skin exposure was measured by collecting acid wipe samples from the skin. This is an 
established method to determine a metal skin dose, with a recovery of approximately 93%, 
assessed for cobalt, nickel and chromium (Lidén et al. 2006). The 1% nitric acid used in this 
method for the sampling of metals from the skin surface, is considered harmless on healthy 
skin. Sampling areas were marked and then wiped with three consecutive wipes, each 
moistened with 0.5 mL 1% HNO3. Each wipe was passed over the area 8-10 times with 
gentle pressure. The three wipes were pooled in one container and extracted in 1% HNO3.The 
extracts were stored at 6°C until analysis. 
In all cases, the sampling area for skin wipe sampling was an area of 2 cm2 on the volar 
aspect of the non-dominant index finger (Figure 3.2). This area was chosen based on previous 
experience with acid wipe sampling on multiple skin surfaces in different occupations (Lidén 
et al. 2008a). Similarly, the reference area was an area of 2 cm2 on the volar aspect of the 
non-dominant little finger (Figure 3.2). The non-dominant hand was chosen for sampling 
because in the two studied occupational groups, the materials that contain the metals of 
interest are mainly held with the non-dominant hand while the dominant hand often holds a 
tool to work the material. Hence, the skin dose on the non-dominant hand is expected to be 
the highest dose. 
 
Figure 3.2. Skin wipe sampling areas on non-dominant hand of dental technicians and hard metal 
workers 
For the studies in paper II and IV, skin wipe samples were collected for all participants before 
the start and at the end of their work day. For the studies in paper II and III, all participating 
dental technicians and 40 randomly selected hard metal workers underwent additional skin 
wipe sampling after a 2-hour period during which they were asked not to wash their hands, if 
possible. This period started either directly at the start of their work day, or sometime during 
their work day, or 2 h before the end of their work day. Before the start of the 2-h period, 
both hands were cleaned with 1% HNO3 and rinsed with deionised water to remove all 
metals. A reference area was covered with a band aid. Normal work tasks were then 
performed for two hours, after which the skin was sampled again, including the reference 
area. This 2-h sampling period was chosen to be able to compare results more easily to other 
occupational exposure studies using this method (Julander et al. 2010, Lidén et al. 2008a).  
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3.5.2 Air sampling 
For the studies in paper among dental technicians (paper II) and hard metal workers (paper 
IV), sampling of the inhalable fraction (also called air sampling in this thesis) was performed 
according to EN 481 (CEN 1993). An IOM sampling head was used in which a 25-mm filter 
cassette was mounted. The air flow was set to 2 L per minute, and continuously checked 
before, during and at end of sampling. Prior to start of measurement and after measurements, 
the filter mounted in the cassette was placed in a climate chamber of constant temperature 
and humidity, to acquire a constant weight. In this study the time chosen for this was one 
week, which should be enough to keep the imprecision in dust weight between samplers as 
low as possible according to a study by Lidén and Bergman (2001) (Lidén and Bergman 
2001). Weighing of the filter and subsequent chemical analysis of the filter yields two 
different measures. The first is a measurement of the amount of dust collected on the filter 
(mg/m3). The second is a quantification of the substance of interest that is present in the dust 
(µg/m3). These amounts can then be compared to an OEL.  
It was not practically feasible to monitor respiratory exposure for all participants, because of 
limited equipment. Ten dental technicians (paper II) and 30 hard metal workers from 
production areas (paper IV) underwent personal air monitoring to measure airborne metal 
exposure. In paper IV, no air samples were collected in the control group (office workers), 
due to noise of the air pumps that could interfere with their work tasks. In addition, the 
company performs air sampling on a regular basis to monitor exposure of the employees. 
This routine monitoring is randomly performed among workers in all parts of the facility, 
including among our control group. The company’s own measurements showed no cobalt air 
exposure among office workers. 
3.5.3 Urine sampling 
Midstream spot urine samples were collected during 24 hours from the start of the study day 
for all participants in paper II and IV. Each void was collected separately (up to 250 mL), to 
be able to study changes in urinary concentrations of metals over time, and to avoid exposure 
misclassification. All urine samples were stored in a fridge within two days after collection.  
Up to 40 mL of each urine sample was transferred to a clean tube, which was stored at -18°C 
until chemical analysis. A small aliquot of each urine sample was used to measure specific 
gravity and creatinine content. Eventually, specific gravity was chosen to correct for dilution 
variations, by adjusting for mean specific gravity of the urine samples in the research 
populations (1.015 in paper II; 1.016 and 1.019 in paper IV). In studies comparing individuals 
with large differences in age, gender, muscle mass or meat intake, it is considered to be more 
appropriate to correct for specific gravity instead of creatinine content in urine samples, 
because the latter fluctuates more for those variables (Suwazono et al. 2005). 
Two days before analysis, frozen urine samples were thawed. To get any deposited metal 
content back into suspension, samples were acidified with 67% HNO3 to achieve a 
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concentration of approximately 1% HNO3. The acidified samples were then stored for 48h in 
a fridge at 6°C until analysis. 
3.5.4 Questionnaires 
For the studies in paper II-IV, a questionnaire was composed to be answered by all workers. 
It included questions about age, gender, employment years, vitamin use, smoking habits, 
current and one-year eczema prevalence on hands and other parts of the body, work tasks 
performed on the study day, and use of personal protective equipment like gloves and 
respiratory protection.  
For the study in paper II, data about age, gender, employment years, work tasks, use of 
protective equipment, and the one-year prevalence of hand eczema among dental technicians 
were used to answer the specific aims of the study.  
Questionnaire data of hard metal workers in project II were used for both paper III and IV. To 
answer the specific study aims, questionnaire data about workers’ age, gender, work tasks, 
and use of gloves were used (paper III and IV). Data about smoking, vitamin use, 
employment years, and use of respiratory protection among the participating hard metal 
workers were only used for paper IV. 
3.6 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
Chemical analysis of skin wipe extracts, digested air filters and diluted urine samples was 
performed with inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). This technique 
allowed for multi-element analysis of metals in a large concentration range in different 
media. 
3.6.1 Instrument information 
Artificial sweat samples for the study in paper I were analysed ICP-MS with a hexapole 
collision cell (XSeries II, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at the department of 
Applied Environmental Science, Stockholm University, Sweden. For the studies in paper II-
IV, all acid wipe samples were analysed at our laboratory by ICP-MS (iCAP™ Q; Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) with an ASC-520 auto sampler (Teledyne CETAC 
technologies, Omaha, NE, USA). Urine samples of dental technicians were analysed by ICP-
MS in our laboratory as well. Due to technical difficulties with our own instrument at a later 
stage, urine samples of hard metal workers were analysed by us at the unit of Occupational 
and Environmental Medicine at Örebro University hospital. An ICP-MS of the same type as 
ours was used there, but with an SC-4DX auto sampler (Elemental Scientific, Omaha, NE, 
USA). The laboratory at this unit in Örebro is accredited according to SS-EN ISO/IEC 17025 
for measuring elements in air samples. Analysis of air samples from dental technicians and 
hard metal workers was therefore performed by this certified laboratory, on the same ICP-MS 
instrument that we used for urine analysis of hard metal workers.  
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3.6.2 Preparation of samples and calibration standards 
All samples, except filter extracts from air sampling, were diluted 10 times in 1% HNO3 
before analysis. Air filter extracts were instead diluted 500 times in 1% HNO3. Samples were 
further diluted and re-analysed if values were higher than the highest calibration standard 
after the first analysis.  
For analysis of diluted acid wipe extracts in the studies of paper II-IV, calibration standards 
of 0, 0.1, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100 and 500 µg/L were prepared from stock solution (Teknolab, 
Norway, Lot: F2-CO02044, 996 ± 5 µg/mL cobalt in 3% HNO3 (v/v)) in 1% HNO3. Samples 
and calibration standards were spiked with 1 µg/L indium (In) as an internal standard to 
enable the monitoring of instrument performance during the analysis. A variation of ± 20% in 
internal standard recovery was generally accepted.  
Pooled urine from healthy individuals without exposure to cobalt, was used for preparation of 
calibration standards for analysis of diluted urine samples. This was done to match the matrix 
of urine samples as closely as possible. To prepare pooled urine, four volunteers provided 
two urine samples each, and specific gravity was measured for each sample. From each 
sample, 180 ml was collected in an acid washed polyethylene bottle and the total was 
acidified to 1% HNO3. Undiluted pooled urine was stored at -18°C until use. To serve as a 
matrix for calibration standards, the pooled urine was diluted 10 times in 1% HNO3 to match 
the dilution of the urine samples. ICP-MS analysis of the pooled urine matrix for calibration 
showed concentrations of cobalt, chromium and nickel of 0.11 μg/l, <LOD, and 0.68 μg/l, 
respectively. 
Standards for calibration; 0, 0.1, 1, 5, 10, 50 and 100 µg/L, were prepared from stock solution 
(Teknolab, Norway, Lot: F2-CO02044, 996 ± 5 µg/mL cobalt in 3% HNO3 (v/v)) in diluted 
pooled urine. All diluted urine samples and calibration standards were spiked with 5 µg/L 
rhodium (Rh) as internal standard. 
The analysis of artificial sweat release experiments (paper I) and all air samples (paper II and 
IV) was performed at Stockholm University and Örebro University hospital. In all samples 
and blanks in the study of paper I, Rh was used as internal standard at a concentration of 10 
µg/L. For analysis of air samples from dental technicians (paper II), a 7-point calibration 
curve was used, whereas the air samples from the hard metal facilities (paper IV) were 
analysed using a 6-point calibration curve. Interpolation of scandium and rhodium recovery 
was used for internal standard correction in all air samples.  
3.6.3 ICP-MS analysis 
All analyses were performed in kinetic energy discrimination (KED) measurement mode, 
which uses helium gas to reduce polyatomic interference. Argon gas was used as cool gas, 
auxiliary gas and nebulizer gas for all analyses. Statistical certainty was ensured by triplicate 
analysis of each sample. In case of chromium analysis, no distinction could be made between 
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different oxidation states. The method limit of detection (LOD) was calculated as three times 
the mean standard deviation of the blank samples (table 3.3).  
Artificial sweat release samples and acid wipe extracts, urine samples and air samples of 
dental technicians were analysed for their concentration of 60Ni, 59Co, and 52Cr. In all samples 
of hard metal workers, the concentration of 59Co was analysed only.  
Table 3.3. Limits of detection (LOD) and percentage of samples with concentrations above LOD for 
each ICP-MS analysis performed in the studies for paper I-IV. 
Type of sample 
Data used in 
paper 
LOD (percentage above LOD) 
Cobalt Nickel Chromium 
Artificial sweat (µg/L) I 0.05 (100) 0.1 (100) 0.04 (100) 
Skin wipe (μg/cm2) II 0.00016 (85) 0.00018 (100) 0.00021 (94) 
III and IVA 0.015-0.27 (98) - - 
Urine (µg/L) 
(uncorrected) 
II 0.092 (70) 0.24 (100) 0.094 (49) 
IVB 0.041-0.098 (72) - - 
Air (µg/L) II 0.007 (100) 0.3 (40) 0.11 (90) 
 IV 0.007 (100) - - 
A Analysis was performed in 4 batches 
B Analysis was performed in 3 batches 
- Not applicable 
For the further evaluation of analysed metal concentrations, blank correction of skin wipe and 
air samples was performed. This was done by subtracting the mean amount of metal in the 
field blank from the amount of metal in the sample collected on the corresponding sampling 
day. Due to the use of pooled urine matrix for the calibration standards of urine sample 
analysis, the metal concentrations in urine of the workers were corrected for metal content of 
the pooled urine. For artificial sweat release samples and skin wipe samples, the metal 
concentration was converted to a dose, expressed in µg/cm2. 
3.6.4 Reference materials 
As reference for quality control of the analysis of urine samples, Seronorm™ Trace Elements 
L-1 (LOT. 1403080) and L-2 (LOT. 1403081) (SERO AS, Billingstad, Norway) were used 
(paper II and IV). In the study of paper II and IV, STAMI filters (A4-197 (paper II); A4-0089 
and A4-0116 (paper IV), National Institute of Occupational Health, Oslo, Norway) were used 
as reference material for quality control air sample analysis. The mean concentrations of 
cobalt, chromium and nickel in reference materials for quality control of the urine and air 
filter analysis were all within the limits provided by the manufacturers.  
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3.7 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
No statistical evaluation was applied to the results of paper I. In paper II-IV, we worked with 
a small number of data points, or with data that were not normally distributed and that 
contained values below the limit of detection (censored data). We applied non-parametric 
statistical methods to this data, because those are more robust to outlying values and censored 
data, and do not assume a normal distribution. 
3.7.1 Paper II 
Statistical analyses for the study in paper II were performed with IBM SPSS statistics version 
22. The difference in median skin doses between CoCr-exposed and non-exposed dental 
technicians was assessed with the exact version of the Mann–Whitney U-test. Concentrations 
below the LOD were replaced by LOD/√2 for statistical analysis (Hornung and Reed 1990). 
This was used to reduce bias of the median, instead of setting them to zero or ignoring the 
censored data, which would lead to a too low or too high estimation of the median, 
respectively (Hornung and Reed 1990). 
3.7.2 Paper III 
Statistical calculations of descriptive statistics, and comparison of median skin doses was 
made using the Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test in Stata version 14 (StatCorp, College Station, TX, 
USA). Graphs and the Kruskal-Wallis test for comparing use of gloves among workers were 
made using GraphPad Prism version 7.01 (GraphPad Software, Inc., California, USA). 
3.7.3 Paper IV 
The data on cobalt skin dose before shift (SB-Co) and at end of shift (SE-Co), as well as cobalt 
in air (A-Co) and in urine (U-Co) all contained outliers, and urine data contained values 
below limit of detection. The median was therefore used to describe the central tendency of 
these variables.  
Correlations between A-Co and either SB-Co or SE-Co were evaluated with the Spearman’s 
rank correlation coefficient. Differences in the four variables across the four different groups 
were verified with the Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test. 
To verify if there were differences in median U-Co across the four groups, quantile regression 
was performed on log-transformed U-Co data. Furthermore, the association between the 
dependent variable U-Co and the independent exposure variables SB-Co, SE-Co and A-Co 
was also assessed using quantile regression on log-transformed variables. Log-transformation 
of all variables was used, because their distribution was right-skewed. Departures from 
linearity on the log-scale were tested by introducing splines. Instead of using the natural 
logarithm (loge), the logarithm to base 2 (log2) was used for transformation of the data. By 
using log2, the observed ratio (which is the exponentiated regression coefficient) can be 
interpreted as the ratio or percentage by which the dependent variable (U-Co) changes when 
the concentration of the covariate(s) (SB-Co, SE-Co, and/or A-Co) doubles. Figure 3.3 
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explains the rationale behind reporting the observed ratio instead of simply stating the 
regression coefficient, as well as the idea behind using the logarithm to base 2 instead of base 
e. 
Quantile regression is not a conventionally used statistical method in the field of occupational 
hygiene to describe associations between variables. Instead, linear regression is the more 
commonly used statistical method. These two methods both estimate the central tendency of 
the outcome variable (Cade and Noon 2003, Koenker and Bassett 1978). The main difference 
is that quantile regression estimates any quantile of interest (e.g. median, quartiles) of the 
outcome variable, while linear regression estimates the mean of the outcome variable. The 
regression coefficients of these two methods can also be interpreted in a comparable way. A 
regression coefficient in quantile regression describes the change in the quantile that is being 
estimated (for example the median) that is associated with a unit-change in the corresponding 
covariate. On the other hand, the regression coefficient in linear regression represents the 
change in the mean instead of the quantile. In the study of paper IV, log-transformation of the 
data normalised the distribution of the data. However, linear regression of the data would be a 
bad choice, since it does not take into account censored data (i.e. measurements below the 
LOD). The quantile regression method permitted inclusion of all the available concentrations, 
without having to impute measures below the LOD. Besides that, it was robust to the outlying 
values and marked skewness of the outcome variable. 
We estimated five quantile regression models separately: in model 1.1 and 1.2, the logarithm 
of SB-Co was the only covariate, whereas in model 2.1 and 2.2 the only covariate was 
logarithm of SE-Co. In model 3 logarithm of A-Co was the only covariate. In model 4, both 
the logarithm of SB-Co and A-Co were included as covariates, and model 5 included the 
logarithm of SE-Co and A-Co as covariates. In model 1.2 and 2.2, workers with high A-Co 
were excluded, thereby keeping the influence of air exposure on U-Co in these models as low 
as possible. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals were reported along with the point 
estimates of the median. Because the measures were taken repeatedly on the same 
individuals, we estimated the standard errors of the regression coefficient with 500 design-
matrix bootstrap samples. All the analyses were performed in Stata version 14 (StatCorp, 
College Station, TX, USA). 
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Figure 3.3. Explanation of the use of the logarithm to base 2 and the observed ratio in paper IV.  
A SB-Co: cobalt on skin before shift; SE-Co: cobalt on skin at end of skin; or A-Co: cobalt in air
Consider the following equation that describes our independent variable: 
 M (log (U-Co)) =  β0 + β1log (𝑥) (1) 
where the median (M) of the logarithm of urinary cobalt (log (U-Co)) is described by the Y-intercept (β0), 
and the coefficient of the covariate (β1) multiplied by the logarithm of the covariate of interest 𝑥 (SB-Co, 
SE-Co or A-Co)A. Due to the use of the median it is possible to re-write equation (1) as 
 log (M (U-Co)) =  β0 + β1log (𝑥) (2) 
From equation (2) we learn that every time log(𝑥) goes up by 1 unit, log (M (U-Co)) goes up by β1. 
The usefulness of the logarithm of 2 can be explained by a simple decomposition. If you take two 
concentrations of log(𝑥) that are 1 unit apart, this can be formalised and decomposed like 
 
log(𝑥2) = 1 + log(𝑥1) 
log(𝑥2) − log(𝑥1) = 1 
log
𝑥2
𝑥1
= 1 
𝑥2
𝑥1
=  21 
𝑥2 = 2 ∙ 𝑥1 
(3) 
From equation (3) we can conclude that one unit increase of log (𝑥) is the same as a doubling of the 
concentration of 𝑥. Combined with the information in equation (2), this means that when concentration 𝑥 
doubles, then log (M (U-Co)) goes up by β1. 
So why do we report a ratio (observed ratio) to describe the outcome variable? This can be explained by 
visualising what it means when log (M (U-Co)) goes up by β1. Consider the following equation 
 
log (M (U-Co2)) − log (M (U-Co1)) = (β0 + β1 log(𝑥2))−(β0 + β1log (𝑥1)) 
log (M (U-Co2)) − log (M (U-Co1)) = β1 log (𝑥2 − 𝑥1) 
(4) 
For a doubling of concentration 𝑥 (in other words log (𝑥2 − 𝑥1) = 1) it follows that 
 
log (M (U-Co2)) − log (M (U-Co1)) = β1 
log (
M (U-Co2)
M (U-Co1)
) = β1  
M (U-Co2)
M (U-Co1)
=  2𝛽1 
M (U-Co2) =  2
𝛽1 ∙ M (U-Co1) 
(5) 
This says that for a doubling of concentration 𝑥, the median urinary cobalt concentration is multiplied by 
2𝛽1, which is the observed ratio reported in paper IV. Multiplication by 2𝛽1 can be expressed as a 
percentage change in median U-Co (multiplication by e.g. 1.70 is the same as a 70% increase in median). 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A summary of the main findings of paper I-IV is described and discussed in this section. For 
a more detailed description, the reader is referred to the respective papers (paper I-IV). 
4.1 COBALT, NICKEL AND CHROMIUM RELEASE FROM DENTAL TOOLS 
AND ALLOYS (PAPER I) 
4.1.1 Release of cobalt and nickel was shown with spot tests 
Of the 61 tested dental tools in the study of paper I, 23 were positive when tested with the 
cobalt spot test, whereas 20 tested positive for nickel release with the DMG test. Four out of 
five dental alloys were tested positive for cobalt release, and none for nickel release. The spot 
tests are simple and quick tools to screen for release of cobalt and nickel. However, it is 
difficult to quantify a limit of detection for these tests.  
A previous study showed that the DMG test is able to detect nickel from items that release 
approximately 0.5 µg/cm2/week in artificial sweat solution at specific test conditions 
(Thyssen et al. 2010b). Yet, the sensitivity and specificity of this test have been studied 
various times, including in paper I. When comparing the results of the DMG test with nickel 
release in artificial sweat (Paper I, Table 3 and 4), it is shown that even if the DMG test is 
negative or doubtful, nickel release can still be significantly higher than the 0.5 µg/cm2/week 
threshold. Taken together with results from other studies, sensitivity of the DMG test ranged 
between 59.3 and 75% and specificity between 67 and 97.5% (Kettelarij et al. 2014, Thyssen 
et al. 2010b). This shows that there is a wide variation in performance of the DMG test 
among different studies. 
The difficulty with the cobalt spot test is that the colour of the test is bright yellow, and the 
colour change is gradual with increasing concentrations of cobalt (Midander et al. 2013). This 
means that at low cobalt concentrations, the colour change may be difficult to see as it goes 
from clear yellow to slightly darker yellow. In paper I, it was therefore difficult in some cases 
to assess if a cobalt spot test result was positive or negative. Grading of the spot test result 
was therefore done by two persons, who did not know from which item the spot test came 
and how the spot test was graded by the other person.  
4.1.2 Dental tools and alloys released metals in artificial sweat 
Metal release from 21 out of 61 dental tools and from 5 dental alloys was tested 
quantitatively in artificial sweat. This demonstrated that all tested tools released nickel and 
chromium, whereas all but one released cobalt. Released amounts of metal after one-week 
immersion in artificial sweat were in the range of 0.0047-820 µg/cm2 for cobalt, 0.0051-10 
µg/cm2 for nickel and 0.010-160 µg/cm2 for chromium. All dental alloys released cobalt 
(0.0010-17 µg/cm2) and nickel (0.0046-0.024 µg/cm2), and all but one released chromium 
(0.0054-0.066 µg/cm2).  
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In the case of nickel, the released amount can be compared to the migration limit of 0.5 
µg/cm2/week under REACH for articles “coming into direct and prolonged contact with skin” 
(ECHA 2014, EC 2009). This limit value was exceeded for 13 out of 26 examined products. 
No such release limits are available for cobalt and chromium. Released concentrations of 
cobalt and chromium were therefore simply compared to concentrations corresponding to the 
amounts that are known to cause the development of allergic contact dermatitis in sensitised 
patients (elicitation dose (ED)). A recent study revealed that cobalt can elicit contact 
dermatitis already at concentrations of 0.0663-1.95 µg/cm2 in 10% of cobalt allergic patients 
(ED10), based on patch test results (Fischer et al. 2015). The lowest concentration in that 
range was exceeded for 18 out of 26 dental items in the study of paper I. Similarly, 
chromium-allergic patients may react to chromium(VI) (potassium dichromate) in 
concentrations as low as 1.04 µg/cm2 (Fischer et al. 2011). Seven out of 26 items tested in 
artificial sweat released higher concentrations of chromium. However, the different oxidation 
states of chromium were not analysed, so it is unknown what the clinical significance of the 
chromium release is in paper I. 
4.1.3 Limitations 
Dental tools and alloys were not cleaned before spot testing. Before immersion in artificial 
sweat, all materials were cleaned. Comparison of spot test results with release of cobalt and 
nickel in artificial sweat is therefore not straightforward. Nickel and cobalt on the surface of 
dental tools and alloys may have been contaminants during spot testing. In addition, the 
release takes place under different conditions in the two methods: stagnant immersion in 
artificial sweat versus rubbing of a surface during spot testing, and thereby applying a force to 
induce release into the reagent solution. 
Furthermore, comparing metal release in artificial sweat to the elicitation threshold dose is 
not so simple. First, the metal concentration that will be released during skin contact is 
influenced by many variables. These include contact duration and frequency, presence of skin 
components like sweat or sebum, and material characteristics (Midander et al. 2016). When it 
comes to contact duration and frequency, the contact that dental technicians and students 
have with the tools in paper I will mainly be short and repeated (1-2 minutes per contact). 
Contact with dental alloys may be longer and more intensive, with an estimated contact 
duration of up to 1 hour per contact. However, even short and repeated contact with metal 
items that release metal in high concentrations may lead to a large deposition of sensitising 
metals on skin, which is high enough to elicit an allergic response (Erfani et al. 2015, Lidén 
et al. 2008a, Lidén et al. 2008b, Thyssen et al. 2013). The data in paper I also suggest that 
release rates of cobalt, nickel and chromium from dental alloys are highest after a short 
exposure time, and decrease over time (Paper I, Figure 1). Other variables that may influence 
the release of metals during skin contact are material characteristics, like the condition of the 
material surface and type of material (Midander et al. 2016). In the study of paper I, tools 
were often irregularly shaped, making it challenging to measure the exact surface area. The 
dental alloys were studied in their crude form, which has two disadvantages. First, there were 
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differences in the amount of surface irregularities between the crude alloys, which were not 
feasible to take into account when measuring the surface area. Second, dental technicians will 
not use the alloys in their crude form, but will instead melt, shape and grind them. This will 
also change the surface area, and thereby the release of metals from the material. Another 
assumption that should be kept in mind is that the elicitation threshold is derived from patch 
test data, in which the exposed skin area is small. It may not be likely that all of the released 
metal in artificial sweat will be deposited on such a small skin area. 
For the above reasons, the study in paper II was performed to get an indication of the actual 
skin dose of cobalt, nickel and chromium after working with these dental tools and alloys. 
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4.2 EXPOSURE TO COBALT, NICKEL AND CHROMIUM IN DENTAL 
TECHNICIANS (PAPER II) 
4.2.1 Dental technicians were exposed to metals on skin 
Cobalt, nickel and chromium were detected on the skin of all participating dental technicians 
in the study in paper II. After two hours without hand washing and at the end of the work day 
some cobalt skin doses in the CoCr exposed group exceeded the lowest ED10 for cobalt 
(0.0663 µg Co/cm2; Figure 4.1). Skin doses of the three metals built up during the day, as can 
be seen in Figure 4.1A and 4.1C, and Figure 2 in paper II. This confirms that metal exposure 
took place during working hours. None of the participating dental technicians reported having 
hand eczema currently or during the last 12 months.  
 
Figure 4.1. Individual concentrations of cobalt on skin (µg/cm2) before work (A), after a 2-h period 
without hand washing (B), and at the end of the work day (C). The red line indicates the lowest 
elicitation dose (ED10; 0.0663 µg/cm2) for cobalt described in a study by (Fischer et al. 2015). X-axes 
show participants 1-13: filled black circles: CoCr exposed (1-8); open circles: non-CoCr-exposed (9-
13); diamonds: value below limit of detection. Y-axes are displayed on a logarithmic scale. (Figure 
adapted from Paper II, Fig. 2). 
4.2.2 Dental technicians were exposed to metals through air 
Cobalt was detected in all ten air samples (0.22-155 µg/m3). In two of these samples, cobalt 
concentrations exceeded the Swedish OEL of 20 µg/m3. The OEL for nickel (500 µg/m3 (AV 
2015)) was not exceeded for the six participants that had nickel in their air sample (0.48-3.7 
µg/m3). Chromium was found in nine air samples (0.43-71 µg/m3). However, we did not 
analyse the different oxidation states of chromium, so the air levels cannot be compared to 
OELs for chromium(VI) (5 µg/m3) and chromium(II/III) (500 µg/m3) (AV 2015).  
4.2.3 Metal exposure was not reflected in urine of dental technicians 
Detectable levels of cobalt and chromium were found in 62 (70%) and 42 (47%) of the 89 
urine samples, respectively. Nickel was found in all urine samples. Median concentrations, 
before and after correction for dilution variation with specific gravity, in all 89 samples are 
shown in Table 4.1. For chromium, more than 50% of the samples were below LOD, which 
means that the median is below LOD as well. Because of the small sample size, no statistical 
tests were performed to look for an association between exposure through air and on skin, 
and excretion of the metals in urine. Instead, urinary metal concentrations were compared to 
levels found in a previous study among dental technicians, and in a Danish reference 
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population (Kristiansen et al. 1997, Leghissa et al. 1994). In this thesis, data of a Belgian 
reference population were added for comparison (Hoet et al. 2013). Urinary concentrations of 
cobalt, chromium and nickel in these three populations are shown in Table 4.1.  
Table 4.1. Median urinary concentrations (uncorrected or corrected for specific gravity; µg/L) of 
cobalt (Co), chromium (Cr) and nickel (Ni) of all participants (n=13) from the study in paper II. 
Comparison was made with mean concentrations (samples taken post shift at the end of a work week) 
from a CoCr-exposed population (n=31) (Leghissa et al. 1994); and with median or geometric mean 
concentrations, respectively, from non-exposed reference populations from Denmark (n=189, 
recalculated concentrations) and Belgium (n=1001) (Hoet et al. 2013, Kristiansen et al. 1997).  
 
A GM= Geometric mean; only a 95% confidence interval (95% CI) was provided for these data 
B N=Number of samples 
C Limit of detection (LOD) for uncorrected data is 0.092 µg/L for Co, 0.094 µg/L for Cr, 0.24 µg/L for Ni 
D Corrected for mean specific gravity (SG) of the urine samples in the study population (1.015). Consequently, 
LOD for corrected data is determined by the correction factor of each individual sample, and can therefore not be 
shown. 
Leghissa et al. reported mean urinary concentrations for dental technicians producing cobalt-
chromium prostheses for 4 different moments during a week (Leghissa et al. 1994). The 
ranges of individual cobalt values were comparable to the ranges found in the study of paper 
II, but mean cobalt values in the study by Leghissa et al. (1.13-1.91 µg/L) differed slightly 
from the median values in our study (0.15 µg/L). However, the use of the mean in 
occupational exposure studies is questionable, since most occupational exposure data are 
skewed to the right. In general, skewness of occupational exposure data is due to random 
variability in exposures between and within workers, which causes a wide range of exposure 
levels, and due to the fact that exposure measurements cannot be below zero (Waters et al. 
2015). These data are therefore best described by a lognormal distribution, for which the 
median or geometric mean is best to describe the central tendency of the data.  
Furthermore, the median urinary metal concentrations in paper II were lower than median 
concentrations in a Danish reference population (recalculated from (Kristiansen et al. 1997)) 
and comparable to geometric mean concentrations in a Belgian reference population (Hoet et 
al. 2013). 
Mean    
(range)
Median 
(range)
GM                                    
(95% CI)
A
Uncorrected
C
SG corrected
D
Uncorrected Uncorrected Uncorrected
Total 89 0.15        
(<LOD-6.0)
0.14         
(<LOD-4.5)
31 1-91           
(0.80-5.7)
- - 1001 0.15       
(0.14-0.17)
Women - - - 97 0.39         
(<0.20-2.7)
541 0.18
Men - - - 89 0.22         
(<0.20-1.9)
460 0.12
Cr Total 89 <LOD       
(<LOD-0.96)
<LOD       
(<LOD-0.58)
31 0.69              
(0.10-2.0)
186 0.22         
(<0.20-1.3)
1001 0.10       
(0.10-0.11)
Ni Total 89 1.8            
(0.26-52)
1.8             
(0.51-32)
31 - 118 0.88         
(<0.12-5.7)
1001 1.7             
(1.6-1.8)
N
Paper II Leghissa et al . Hoet et al .
Median                           
(range)
Co
Kristiansen et al . 
N
B
NN
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Urinary metal concentrations can also be compared to occupational urinary limit values, 
which are available in some countries. These limit values correspond with the occupational 
exposure limit values for air in those countries. The cobalt urine levels for participants in the 
study of paper II are all below the USA biological exposure index (BEI, 15 µg/L) and the 
Finnish biomonitoring action limit (BAL, 130 nmol/L ≈ 7.7 µg/L) for cobalt (6, 7). The USA 
BEI for total chromium is 25 μg/L, which is not exceeded in this study. In Finland, a 
biomonitoring action limit exists also for nickel (0.2 µmol/L ≈ 12 µg/L), which is exceeded 
for one participant. One should bear in mind that when calculating these limits in urine 
possible metal skin uptake or intake via food, as well as individual differences in exposure 
and metabolism are to some extend overlooked. The limits are therefore not similar in all 
countries, and direct extrapolation from air exposure to urine excretion is doubtful.  
When looking at individual urinary metal concentration in our study, one dental technician 
had slightly higher urinary cobalt levels (median 3.1 µg/L), and another one had high urinary 
nickel levels (median 30 µg/L) compared to the other participants. One can speculate that the 
increased nickel level could be due to the fact that that participant had a vegetarian diet, and 
since it is known that many vegetables and nuts have high nickel content (Veien et al. 1993), 
elevated consumption of these foods may increase nickel intake and elimination. No 
explanation could be found for increased cobalt levels in another participant, since that 
person’s skin and air exposure was comparable to that of the other exposed participants. 
Altogether, median urinary concentrations of cobalt, chromium and nickel in paper II were 
comparable to observed concentrations in reference populations. I therefore conclude in this 
thesis that the concentration in urine in the study of paper II did not reflect occupational 
exposure to cobalt, nickel or chromium on skin or through air. 
4.2.4 Limitations 
It is difficult to generalize the results of the study in paper II, because of the small sample size 
of this study, and because the CoCr exposed dental technicians did not work exclusively nor 
on a daily basis with these materials. 
Limitations of the comparison of skin doses with the ED10 are discussed in section 4.4.3. 
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4.3 SURFACE CONTAMINATION OF COBALT IN THE HARD METAL 
INDUSTRY (PAPER III) 
4.3.1 Cobalt was present on surfaces in the hard metal facilities 
Cobalt spot testing within the hard metal facilities revealed the presence of cobalt on surfaces 
in the entire work area, even outside production areas (Fig 4.2). Due to these results, the 
company became more aware of the transfer of cobalt through the work areas, and changed 
cleaning routines to reduce surface contamination. 
 
Figure 4.2. Cobalt spot tests (n=358) to assess contamination of cobalt through different areas at the 
hard metal industry (total (positive ; doubtful ; negative )) Positive: orange colour; doubtful: 
colour other than orange; negative: clear yellow, no colour change. Production equipment: e.g. 
machines, tools, computers, Canteen: e.g. coffee machines, furniture; Handles and buttons: e.g. door 
handles, light switches, soap dispensers in office and production area; Common area: e.g. toilets, 
floors in production and office areas; Personal work equipment: e.g. safety goggles, inside of gloves, 
key cards; Private items: e.g. private phones and glasses; Changing rooms: e.g. lockers for private- 
and work clothes, benches; Office items: e.g. computers, furniture in office area 
4.3.2 Limitations 
The results of cobalt spot testing cannot be used to quantify to what extent contaminated 
surfaces contributed to the cobalt skin dose. They rather point out that cobalt is transferred 
from the production area to other areas, where it may also contaminate skin. However, in the 
study of paper III, we were actively looking for cobalt-contaminated surfaces that were 
expected to come in contact with the skin. It is therefore likely that the frequency of positive 
tests is not representative of all surfaces within the company.  
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4.4 COBALT SKIN EXPOSURE IN THE HARD METAL INDUSTRY 
4.4.1 Hard metal workers were exposed to cobalt on skin (paper III and IV) 
Cobalt was detected on skin of all 76 hard metal workers before shift and at the end of the 
shift, and on skin of 37 out of 40 workers after a 2-h period without hand washing (Table 
4.2). Results were compared with the elicitation dose needed for 10% or 50% of cobalt 
allergic patients to develop dermatitis (ED10 or ED50). These elicitation doses for cobalt were 
found to be ranging from 0.0663 to 1.95 μg/cm2 (ED10) and from 1.45 to 17 µg/cm2 (ED50) 
based on different patch test studies (Fischer et al. 2015). For 84 out of 189 (44%) of the skin 
doses of hard metal workers sampled in this project, levels were higher than the lower bound 
of the ED10 (0.0663 μg/cm2). The lower bound of the ED50 (1.45 μg/cm2) was even exceeded 
for 18 out of 189 skin doses (9.5%). Control groups showed little or no cobalt on skin; 4 out 
of 42 skin dose measurements (range 0.068-0.43) in this group were just above the lower 
bound of the ED10 concentration. 
Within the hard metal industry, it is generally believed that only the raw materials in powder 
form pose a risk for exposure. However, from results seen in this project, it should be stressed 
that even after sintering of the hard metal materials, the products are not safe from a skin 
exposure perspective. Skin protection should therefore be used even when handling the 
finished products. 
Table 4.2. Median (range) cobalt skin dose (µg/cm2) for workers of four exposure groups in the hard 
metal industry (Table adapted from tables paper III and IV) 
Exposure group Before shift (n=76) End of shift (n=76) 
After 2h without hand 
washing (n=40A) 
Control 0.012 (0.0024-0.086) 0.012 (0.00059-0.43)* 0.011 (0.0019-0.047)* 
Raw material 0.096 (0.0090-0.76)** 0.86 (0.065-135)** 1.51 (0.25-28)*** 
Sintered material 0.013 (0.0030-0.035) 0.046 (0.015-0.99) 0.12 (0.024-9.0) 
Final product 0.014 (0.0036-0.038) 0.12 (0.0091-2.9) 0.42 (0.017-24) 
ASkin doses of 2 controls and 1 sintered material worker were below LOD, and were not included in 
this range. 
Median skin dose statistically significantly *lower than the dose in all other groups (p<0.01), or higher 
than the dose in **all other groups or ***only the control and sintered material group at that time 
point (p<0.001) using Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test. 
4.4.2 Frequency of glove use varied widely among workers (paper III) 
Differences in glove use were seen between hard metal workers from the four groups. None 
of the office workers wore gloves, whereas all raw material workers wore gloves all or most 
of the time. Glove use for sintered material and final product workers varied much. The 
cobalt skin dose was plotted for production workers that wore gloves all the time, some of the 
time, and not at all. This revealed that the cobalt skin dose for workers that wore gloves all 
the time is not statistically significantly lower than the dose of workers that sometimes or 
never wore gloves. This may be due to factors like contamination of the inside of re-usable 
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gloves, incorrect use of gloves, or inadequate awareness of exposure sources. In addition, in 
some areas, workers wore gloves mainly to protect the material and final products, rather than 
protecting their hands. 
4.4.3 Limitations 
Some assumptions are made when making a comparison between skin wipe samples and 
elicitation doses. First, the ED10 values are calculated from patch test studies performed with 
CoCl2 as test substance. Absorption rates may be different for this soluble cobalt compound, 
compared to the less soluble metallic cobalt in skin doses of the studies in paper III and IV. 
Second, patch testing is performed under occluded conditions, whereas the skin of hard metal 
workers was not occluded, or only occluded for shorter periods of time when using gloves. 
This may also result in differences in absorption between the two methods. Third, acid wipe 
sampling is a method that provides a “total metal skin dose”, since metal in any form present 
on the skin will be sampled by this method. This dose, available for skin absorption, is 
considered to be of dynamic character, including short- and long-term contact events that 
result in the deposition and removal of metals on skin. This is for example due to hand 
washing routines, friction, individual skin properties, and differences in exposure during the 
work day. The skin dose used for patch testing is a static dose, although absorption may result 
in reduction of the dose. 
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4.5 COBALT RESPIRATORY EXPOSURE AND URINARY CONCENTRATIONS 
IN THE HARD METAL INDUSTRY (PAPER IV) 
4.5.1 Hard metal workers from production areas were exposed to cobalt in 
air 
Cobalt concentrations in air were significantly higher among raw material workers, compared 
to concentrations in the other two production area groups. Two workers in the raw material 
group were exposed to cobalt concentrations (23 and 24 µg/m3) above the Swedish OEL of 
20 µg/m3.  
4.5.2 Cobalt was found in urine samples of many hard metal workers 
Out of 563 urine samples, 28% contained cobalt concentrations below the LOD. The median 
urinary cobalt concentration (corrected for specific gravity) in the raw material group was 
significantly higher compared to the median in other groups (Table 4.3). The medians in the 
other three groups were not significantly different from each other. With the exception of the 
raw material group, median urinary cobalt concentrations in the hard metal workers were in 
the same range as the median concentrations found in dental technicians (Table 4.1).  
Table 4.3. Median cobalt concentration in urine; uncorrected, corrected for specific gravity (SG), and 
corrected for creatinine content (crea); of 76 workers in the hard metal industry, divided over 4 
exposure groups 
Exposure group 
n above LOD 
(% of total) 
Median cobalt concentration in urine (range) 
Uncorrected  
(µg/L) 
SG corrected 
(µg/L) 
Crea corrected 
(µg/g crea) 
Controls 73 (55.7) 0.11 (<LOD-1.1) 0.094 (<LOD-2.1) 0.080 (<LOD-3.1) 
Raw material 160 (92.5) 1.4 (<LOD-26) 1.5 (<LOD-31)* 1.3 (<LOD-38) 
Sintered material 83 (66.9) 0.15 (<LOD-5.5) 0.12 (<LOD-4.4) 0.13 (<LOD-3.5) 
Final product 90 (66.7) 0.14 (<LOD-8.3) 0.19 (<LOD-7.2) 0.18 (<LOD-6.8) 
*Median urine level statistically significantly different from the other groups, p<0.001, using design-
matrix bootstrapped quantile regression. 
4.5.3 Limitations 
Two air samples of raw material workers were excluded from statistical analysis, because 
these workers wore respiratory protection during the time that the air sample was taken. It 
would have been interesting to calculate their exposure, using the measured value in the air 
sample, and the protection factor of the mask that they wore. Unfortunately, we did not 
collect information about the type of respiratory protection that the workers used.   
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4.6 ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN COBALT ON SKIN AND IN AIR, AND 
URINARY CONCENTRATIONS (PAPER IV) 
In paper IV, we describe the associations between skin doses and respiratory exposure, as 
well as the associations between these exposures and urinary cobalt concentrations. This was 
performed to assess the significance of cobalt skin exposure as determinant of urinary cobalt 
concentrations as biomarker of exposure. 
4.6.1 Cobalt in air was correlated to cobalt on skin before and at end of shift. 
Spearman’s rank correlation showed that cobalt skin doses on hands of the workers at the end 
of shift correlated well with respiratory cobalt exposure during the shift (rs=0.801; p<0.001). 
Interestingly, the skin doses on the hands before start of shift also correlated with respiratory 
cobalt exposure during the following shift, although to a lower degree (rs=0.448; p<0.001). If 
respiratory cobalt exposure would be considered to be similar on all work days throughout 
the year, comparison with cobalt on skin before shift would be suitable. This is however a 
bold assumption. It is therefore unknown what the significance and meaning of this 
correlation is. 
4.6.2 No significant change in urinary cobalt over time during 24h  
The workers participating in this study collected spot urine samples during 24 hours from the 
start of the shift. Using quantile regression, we evaluated if there was a change in urinary 
cobalt concentration over time, related to the measured exposure during that day. In this 
group of workers, we could not find a significant change in urinary cobalt over time during 
the 24-hour period (Figure 4.3). Results were the same when the association was examined 
for each group separately. This means that in our study, it does not seem to matter when 
during the day you measure cobalt in urine to predict exposure.  
 
Figure 4.3. 
Association between 
time of urination and 
the concentration of 
cobalt in urine for 76 
hard metal workers in 
Sweden. 
Concentrations below 
limit of detection 
(LOD) were treated as 
LOD/√2. 
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4.6.3 Associations between cobalt exposure and urinary excretion 
Efforts have been made to find the optimal time point for urine sampling that reflects 
occupational respiratory exposure, and to find a limit for cobalt in urine that corresponds with 
a certain OEL in air (Martin et al. 2010, Mosconi et al. 1994). With this information as 
support, the study in paper IV focused on quantifying the association between urinary 
elimination of cobalt and both skin and respiratory exposure to cobalt. 
Quantile regression was performed to evaluate the association between the dependent 
variable (cobalt in urine; U-Co) and the independent exposure variables (cobalt skin dose 
before shift (SB-Co) or at end of shift (SE-Co) and/or cobalt in air (A-Co)). The results of the 
five different regression models are shown in Table 4.4. 
The observed ratio is the exponentiated regression coefficient (2𝛽1) (see method section, 
Figure 3.3). For every doubling of the concentration of the independent variable, the median 
urinary cobalt concentration is multiplied by the observed ratio. Multiplication by 2𝛽1 can be 
expressed as a percentage change in median U-Co.  
Table 4.4. Quantile regression models showing the associations of different independent variables 
with the dependent variable (median urinary cobalt concentration) (Adapted from paper IV, Table S3). 
Modela Independent 
variable(s) 
Amount of 
clusters 
available for 
regression 
Observed 
ratio 
95% 
confidence 
interval 
Bootstrap 
standard 
error 
z P>|z| 
1.1 SB-Co 76 1.70 1.51 1.91 0.086 8.82 0.000* 
1.2 SB-Co 52 1.33 1.04 1.70 0.179 2.31 0.021* 
2.1 SE-Co 76 1.32 1.17 1.49 0.088 4.55 0.000* 
2.2 SE-Co 52 1.17 1.06 1.30 0.074 3.14 0.002* 
3 A-Co 46 1.38 1.25 1.54 0.076 6.19 0.000* 
4 SB-Co 46 1.27 0.94 1.71 0.219 1.56 0.118 
 A-Co  1.31 1.13 1.52 0.110 3.52 0.000* 
5 SE-Co 46 0.98 0.84 1.14 0.116 -0.27 0.784 
 A-Co  1.42 1.19 1.70 0.131 3.88 0.000* 
a Model 1.1: logarithm of skin dose before shift (SB-Co) as the only independent variable; model 1.2: 
SB-Co as the only independent variable, excluding workers with high air exposure (raw material 
group); model 2.1: logarithm of skin exposure at end of shift (SE-Co) as the only independent variable; 
model 2.2: SE-Co as the only independent variable, excluding raw material group; model 3: logarithm 
of air exposure (A-Co) as the only independent variable; model 4: both log SB-Co and A-Co as 
covariates; model 5: both SE-Co and A-Co as covariates. All variables are log-transformed to base 2. 
*Statistically significant association of independent variable with median U-Co. 
From the quantile regression modelling, it is observed that the association between SB-Co and 
U-Co was significant (model 1.1). The same was true for the association between SE-Co and 
U-Co (model 2.1). The observed ratios of 1.70 and 1.32, can be explained as an increase of 
70 and 32 percent in median U-Co for every doubling of SB-Co and SE-Co, respectively.  
The associations were still significant when data of raw material workers were not used in the 
regression models. By excluding these workers in the analysis, the model was built on 
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workers with cobalt skin exposure and relatively low respiratory exposure (below 3% of the 
Swedish OEL). In these models (1.2 and 2.2), the median U-Co increased with 33 and 17 
percent for every doubling of SB-Co and SE-Co, respectively. 
Model 3 included 28 A-Co concentrations measured in this study, as well as 18 imputed A-
Co concentrations for the control group (0.010 µg/m3). Imputation of A-Co values for the 
control group was done to increase the amount of clusters available for the regression model. 
The value of 0.010 µg cobalt/m3 was selected based on comparison with cobalt 
concentrations measured in air samples of the production workers in this study. The value 
was lower than the lowest cobalt concentrations measured in production areas, and was equal 
to 1/2000 of the Swedish OEL. According to our judgement, this represents a negligible 
respiratory exposure. The association between A-Co and U-Co was significant. For every 
doubling of respiratory cobalt concentration, median urinary concentrations would increase 
with 38 percent. 
Hereafter, the independent exposure variables were modelled together. Model 4 shows the 
association between the dependent variable U-Co and independent variables SB-Co and A-
Co. In model 5, SE-Co and A-Co are modelled as independent variables. In both models, skin 
exposure was not associated with an increase of urinary cobalt. The association between air 
exposure and urinary elimination was still significant. 
Considering all exposure routes and variations in elimination routes, times and rates, it is 
difficult to establish a general half-life of cobalt in the human body. Few studies have used 
urine as biomarker for skin exposure, and only one has used blood as biomarker for skin 
exposure (Klasson et al. 2016, Linnainmaa and Kiilunen 1997, Scansetti et al. 1994). In two 
studies with healthy volunteers, urinary cobalt concentrations after skin exposure varied 
much (Linnainmaa and Kiilunen 1997, Scansetti et al. 1994). In most volunteers, peak 
elimination was seen within 4-24 hours. After 24 hours, urinary concentrations remained 
elevated, or were still increasing for some persons. Skin exposures were relatively high in 
these studies, although volunteers were only exposed during a single event. Possible 
influence of long term skin exposure on urinary cobalt concentrations has never been studied. 
Elimination of cobalt in urine after air exposure may vary from hours to weeks or even years, 
depending on the clearance mechanism (Kim et al. 2006, Leggett 2008, Mosconi et al. 1994). 
Oral exposure to cobalt mainly leads to elimination via urinary excretion of absorbed cobalt 
and faecal elimination of unabsorbed cobalt. Elimination rate after oral exposure is not often 
studied in human, but it is thought to be rapid; probably within 24 hours or several days (Kim 
et al. 2006, Paustenbach et al. 2013).  
Based on this information, it is not straight-forward to determine the cause of elevated urinary 
cobalt concentrations in the study of paper IV. Both short and long-term cobalt exposure from 
the three described exposure routes may contribute to urinary elimination.  
When evaluating the associations between the independent variables and dependent variable 
in this study, one should keep in mind that an association does not imply causation. Different 
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hypotheses can be proposed to explain the significant associations between cobalt skin 
exposure and urinary elimination in models 1 and 2. First, the associations may be explained 
by cobalt skin uptake on the study day and previous days. A lack of association with skin in 
model 4 and 5 may in that case be explained by a lack of sufficient statistical power, due to a 
limited data-set. Only 46 pairs of samples were available to evaluate the effect of cobalt skin 
dose and air exposure simultaneously. A second hypothesis is that the correlation between air 
exposure and skin exposure is a confounding factor in the association between skin exposure 
and urinary excretion. Third, there may be another confounding variable that distorts the 
association. Oral exposure, in terms of hand- or object-to-mouth hygiene, smoking, and 
consumption of cobalt-containing products, may have contributed to the urinary cobalt 
concentrations (Cherrie et al. 2006, Hutter et al. 2016). A fourth hypothesis may be a 
combination of the three hypotheses above. From the data in the study of paper IV, it is not 
possible to determine which hypothesis is most likely to be true. 
Even though data were gathered on smoking and vitamin use, this was not used for correction 
in the regression models. The data set was judged to be too small to correct for such factors in 
this study. Furthermore, Linnainmaa and Kiilunen showed that the use of multivitamins only 
had a small influence on urinary cobalt concentrations, and the use of vitamin B12 did not 
increase cobalt concentrations in urine. Smoking may have interfered with the association 
between cobalt exposure and urinary excretion (Hutter et al. 2016). 
Interestingly, the association between SB-Co and U-Co was stronger than the association 
between SE-Co and U-Co. One hypothesis could be that a cobalt depot may build up on and 
in the skin, with SB-Co reflecting a continuous low-dose skin exposure. In addition, we had 
no information about whether and how long before the end of shift workers had washed their 
hands. SE-Co may therefore be less reliable for estimating skin exposure in the study of paper 
IV.  
4.6.4 Strengths and limitations 
The optimal sampling moment for biological monitoring of cobalt has been proposed to be a 
spot urine sample at the end of a shift taken at the end of a work week. This was based on 
several studies performed in the 80ies and 90ies (Linnainmaa and Kiilunen 1997, Lison et al. 
1994, Scansetti et al. 1994, Scansetti et al. 1985). In the exposure study among hard metal 
workers (paper IV), multiple spot urine samples collected during 24 hr for all workers were 
used for statistical analysis. Using quantile regression modelling we were able to use all 
collected samples to evaluate the contribution of the different exposure routes, and as a result 
reduce the risk of exposure misclassification of our exposure biomarker (Wang et al. 2016).  
In the 1980s, hand eczema and contact allergy to cobalt were common among workers in 
hard metal facilities in Sweden (Fischer and Rystedt 1985). Since then, no study has 
investigated the prevalence of hand eczema, although it has been shown by patch test that 
hard metal alloys are able to elicit allergic contact dermatitis (Julander et al. 2009). A few 
studies revealed that respiratory exposure has decreased compared to the 1980ies (Hutter et 
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al. 2016, Westberg et al. 2017). Pictures of skin exposure in the Swedish hard metal industry 
in the 1980ies (personal communication with Torkil Fischer, April 2018) were compared to 
skin exposure that we have seen during our study in the Swedish hard metal industry. In the 
1980ies, workers performed many work tasks manually and without gloves. Similar work 
tasks are nowadays automated or performed with use of protective gloves. Even though skin 
exposure was not quantified back in the 1980ies, work conditions were very different, and it 
is highly likely that skin exposure has decreased. I therefore speculate that the prevalence of 
hand eczema among hard metal workers has decreased as well.  
A limitation of this study is that we did not collect air samples in the control group. The use 
of imputed values in the quantile regression analysis may have influenced the result, for 
example due to possible erroneous assumptions of the exposure of control workers, or due to 
a lack of variability in the imputed data.  
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4.7 IMPLICATIONS FOR DENTAL TECHNICIANS (PROJECT I) 
To reduce or eliminate the occupational exposure to metals, we suggest that local process 
ventilation is improved to rule out respiratory exposure to these metals. Local ventilation is 
however not intended to protect against skin exposure, which emphasizes the need for other 
protective measures. Disposable gloves should be used where possible, and tools and other 
equipment should not be shared between workbenches and for different work tasks. Hand 
washing after work with metal materials may also reduce the metal skin dose. 
Generalisation of the results of the study in paper II is not straight-forward, because of the 
small sample size and the limited amount of work performed with dental alloys made of 
CoCr. It would have been interesting to study exposure in dental technicians that worked 
exclusively with CoCr alloys all the time. However, no dental laboratory in Sweden was 
found with this requirement. 
4.8 IMPLICATIONS FOR HARD METAL WORKERS (PROJECT II) 
To protect the hard metal workers from skin exposure to cobalt, there is a need for 
improvement of work conditions and routines, as well as improved awareness of the exposure 
of skin to cobalt in the work environments. The workers should improve their skin care, in 
terms of hand washing routines before entering lunch rooms, and improve their use of 
protective gloves.  
Fact is that urinary cobalt concentration for workers in the raw material group were higher 
than those in the other groups, and higher compared to concentrations found in the general 
population. However, it is difficult to determine what the observed significant association 
between cobalt skin exposure and urinary cobalt concentrations actually means. The 
implications of these elevated concentrations for the health of workers are unknown. I would 
advise that urinary cobalt concentrations should be monitored and preferably kept below 
occupational limit values that are available in some countries, since they are validated to 
protect the health of exposed workers.  
An increased awareness about occupational skin exposure to cobalt among workers and 
managers could result in better hygiene at work. This may include avoiding contamination of 
areas outside the production areas and hand-to-mouth transfer, more frequent washing and 
more careful handling of work clothes, storage of private items during the work day.
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
Taken together, the results of this thesis show that dental technicians and hard metal workers 
are exposed to sensitising metals, in particular cobalt. Specifically, the results demonstrated 
that: 
Dental tools and alloys released cobalt, nickel and chromium. The short and repeated contact 
that dental technicians and students of the dental technology program usually have with 
dental tools and alloys, may result in the deposition of sensitising metals on their skin.  
Dental technicians were exposed to cobalt, nickel and chromium on skin due to their 
occupational activities. Some cobalt skin doses were in a range known to elicit allergic 
contact dermatitis in sensitised persons. For two participating dental technicians, cobalt levels 
in air samples were above the Swedish OEL. Occupational exposure to cobalt, nickel or 
chromium on skin or through air was not reflected in urinary concentrations of these metals. 
All hard metal workers were exposed to cobalt on skin. Contact with raw materials, but also 
with sintered materials, leads to cobalt skin doses that are high enough to be able to elicit 
allergic contact dermatitis. Unintentional transfer of cobalt from production areas to other 
areas in the hard metal facilities may be a source for cobalt skin exposure for the hard metal 
workers. Respiratory exposure, mainly below OEL, was shown for all workers in hard metal 
production areas. Cobalt was found in 72% of the urine samples collected among the 
participating hard metal workers. 
No significant change was seen in urinary cobalt concentrations over time during 24h, when 
analysing samples of 76 hard metal workers. Significant associations were revealed between 
urinary cobalt concentrations, and cobalt skin and respiratory exposure, when each exposure 
route was modelled independently. When modelling skin and respiratory exposure together, 
neither of the cobalt skin doses were significantly associated with cobalt in urine. Several 
theories may explain the observed associations between cobalt skin exposure and 
concentrations in urine, but from the results in this thesis it was not possible to assess 
causation.  
For both dental technicians and hard metal workers, efforts should be made to reduce skin 
exposure, to protect workers from possible skin related problems, and to minimise the risk of 
contribution to systemic dose by possible skin penetration and hand-to-mouth behaviour. 
Strategies for reduction could be to increase correct use of gloves, avoiding contamination of 
other work areas, and no use of private items in work areas. 
.
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6 FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
Given the relatively high prevalence of cobalt allergy among dermatitis patients, and in the 
general population, including adolescents, it is necessary to understand sources of exposure to 
cobalt. As we know very little about cobalt exposure, the studies in this thesis can help to fill 
this knowledge gap. 
Data from some European countries suggest that occurrence of cobalt allergy among dental 
technicians is low, compared to allergy to other sensitising materials, like (meth)acrylates. In 
contrast, it was reported that cobalt allergy is prevalent among dental technicians in Korea. It 
can be speculated that this geographical difference in occupational exposure to cobalt is 
related to preferential use of CoCr alloys due to favourable costs. Moreover, standards of 
cleanliness, exhaust possibilities and overall work procedures might vary between 
laboratories and different countries, which may affect the exposure patterns. Results from the 
study among dental technicians in this thesis are not generalizable. In order to assess the risk 
of metal allergy, further research is needed and the skin exposure to metals should preferably 
be studied in a larger group of dental technicians that use materials releasing cobalt, nickel 
and chromium on a daily basis. 
At present, it is difficult to determine what the observed significant association between 
cobalt skin exposure and urinary cobalt concentrations in paper IV of this thesis means. It 
would therefore be interesting to design a study of controlled skin exposure to cobalt that can 
answer the question whether cobalt can be systemically absorbed via the skin exposure route. 
It is challenging to design such a study in vivo in humans, as it may involve ethical issues, 
like sensitisation of research persons, or practical issues like avoiding exposure through the 
other exposure routes or collecting samples at the right time points.  
The work in this thesis was designed to be followed up by studies that investigate skin 
penetration of cobalt, and such studies are already initiated by our research group. In vitro 
skin absorption will be tested, using Franz diffusion cells and cobalt particles of different 
sizes. Furthermore, skin absorption will be studied in vivo in cobalt allergic patients that 
undergo patch testing, by monitoring of cobalt in blood and urine. Cobalt particles of 
different size will be used for skin exposure in the patch test, in order to understand the 
influence of particle size on allergic skin reactions. This will be achieved by scoring of the 
reactions from their external appearance and by cytokine profiling. 
Finally, it would be interesting to examine the dynamics of occupational skin exposure to 
metals. The skin dose before shift may be a reflection of previous exposure, although the 
dynamics behind this dose are unknown. It is important to better understand how much metal 
we can “carry” on our skin, and for how long it stays there. Hence the fate of the metal skin 
dose under the influence of washing or friction, differences in exposure during work or in 
leisure time, as well as the influence of individual skin properties, need to be further 
investigated. Besides that, all the results presented indicate that short and repeated contact 
should get more attention, as that is what happens in real life.
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